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THE  MANDATE  -..----
1 o  1'he  question of  a  redv.ction  in.  working  time  !'"1JJ.d  a  better 
distribution of work  has already held the attention af the 
Com:mLmi ty author:L ties for  some  time~  Oil  th1:;;  b~"tsis  c.f  co:o.clusions 
drcn.m  by  the  Ch.aL:-man  of the 'l'riparti  t:;;  Conference  on  27  ·June  1977  9 
Governments  and both  aides  of industry  jointly examined  the 
objec·:iV•E'S  and  effects of  g  re.:lir:rt:d.but.ion  of ll.fork  on  two  occasions 
in 1978.  ( "') 
Since  ther1  the  pressure  for  a  l'eH:tu.c·Hon  i:a  'l:lrorking  time 
has  increased in several  Member  StatesR  For its part?  the 
Commission  has actively tried  to establish the  basis  for  a 
Community  approach.  The  discussion of this is one  of  the  main 
points  on  the  agenda  cf the  x:;e:Kt  Council  of Employment  and Social 
Affairs Ministers.,  At  the  same  time~  the  Eu:rope131.n  Cou!lcil  of 
the  12-13  March  asked  the  Commission  to present  a  Commu.nicati.o11. 
on  th~ social  and  economic  implice.tiona of a  coordinated  re~· 
organisation of working  timeo 
The  present Communication  ia an  interim  document  which is 
intended to prepare  the  discussion of the next Council of Ministers 
of Employment  and  Social Affairs,  and  of the  next Council  of'  Ministers 
of Economic  and  Financial Affairs.  On  the basis of these  discussions, 
the CoDJmission  will  prepare  a  document  for the European Council. 
2.  The  present Communication  comprises three parts  : 
- the  first  reports  on  the  present position and  the  trends 
which  have  been noted; 
- the  second  sets out  the  role  of a  Community  intervention; 
- the third presents  some  interim conclusions  on  the 
economic  implications. 
Two  working  documents  of the Commission are  annexed. 
The  first  seta out  guide-lines concerning  future  work,  and 
the  second  gives  an  overall view  on  the  actions envisaged 
and  their implementation at national  level~ 
(•)  Standing Committee  on Employment· of 21  March 19?8,  and 
Tripartite Conference  of 9  November 1978. 
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I~  PRESENT  POSITION 
.  - ...: .....  "  - w 
3o  Reduction  in hours vorked  - in its various  forms  - is 
a  major  component  of  social progress.  In its different ways 
{reduction in hours per  dayi  extension of paid leave 9  re-
a:rrangement  of working li  fta) 9  it ie both  a.n  expression of 
workers'  aspirations and part of the  result of  improvements 
in productivity arising  from  technical  and  economic  progress. 
In  the  present  situation,  with widespread  under~ 
utilization of human  r~sources :&ll.d  continuously  :l.:ncreasing 
productivity,  reduction in working hours can alao be  considered 
for ita possible contribution to  employment~ 
Since. the  subject has already  been  discussed in the last 
year  by  the  Standing Committ0e  on  Employment  and  the Tripartite 
Conference,  the  Commission will confine itself firstly to 
reviewing  the principal economic  questions  involved  and 
secondly  to presenting the  trenda which are  emerging in the 
Member  Countrieso 
A.  The  outlook  f~r  ecor~m~c  !rowth~and  emplo~men~ 
4 o  The  outlook  for  grol~th and  employment  in the Community 
over  the  next  few  years is conditioned to a  large extent  by 
the  r·apid  expansion  of the  population of working  age,  the  rising 
participation rate  among  women  and  the  obstacles to restoring 
adequate  and  lasting  growth~ The  potential  supply of labour in 
the Community vill increase  by  between 500 000  and  800  000 
workers  a  year until  1985~ The  net  figures correspond to  the 
arrival of about  a  million  young  workers in the  labour market 
between  1980  and  ·1985  ~  The  population trend  should  slow  down 
in the  second half of the  Boa,  and it should  S\llbsequently be 
reversedo  However 9  these  general  figures cover different national 
trendso 
5o  With  economic  growth  of about  3% to  3~5 %a year over 
the  next  five  years,  population trends would  mean  that  the 
present 5o5  %  unemployment  rate would rise until the middle 
of the  BOse  A  growth  rate  of between 4c5  %  and 5  % a  year is 
required if the  employment  situation is to  improv~ to any  extent 
over the next  few  yearso 
i·.  It is perfectly possible to achieve  higher gro.\fth rates 
;·.d  A  rapid  improvement  :l.n  the  employment  situation  ..  The  present 
~ype of  slow  gro\fth is due  neither to the  saturation of potential 
demand  nor  to any  fundamental  exh~ustion of technical progress 
it is due  to a  number  of macro-economic,  structural and  social 
or  political obataoleso 
./. .... '  .. 
?Q  A  vast  concerted  ~ffort :ta  reqv.ired  -to  d.e!.~l  with these 
pr<.1blems  ..  But  such  au  e f:fort  is not  easy  to  make~ Social protection, 
Alth011~h indispensable 1  should not  be  allowed to increase  structural 
r:i.gi_q"\ ty;  th.~  x·estor&tion  of ad0quate  gro'trth  should not  be  based 
on  inflation,  waste  of  re~ources~  environmental  deterioration  and 
ao  on  - which  would  only  exacerbate  future  problems.  In the 
circumstances  .a  :\ealistic at'ci  tude  invol  ;res recognising tha.t 
vhEJ.tever  efforts are  made  to restore  a  con.eiderably higher level 
of acti-vity,  the  results of these  efforts alone  are unlikely 
to  include  full  employment. 
Specific  accompanying  mea8ures  of social and  employment 
policy are  required,  particularly measures to reduce  hours of work. 
8.  The  above  points correspond  to  the  basic  ~lementa of the 
general  medium-term  strategy put  forward  by  the Commission at 
the last Tripartite Conference  ; 
- lasting,  more  rapid and  non-inflationary growth; 
- a  more  rapidly adaptable  economy; 
- accompanying  measures  of social and  employment  policy. 
B.  Trends  in Member  States and at Community  level 
9.  A number  of actions have  already been  considered or implemented 
at  national level. Following the brief given by  the Standing 
Committee  on  Employment,  the Commission  drew  up  a  report  on  this 
subject  - with the  collaboration of Member  Countries  - {see  Annex II). 
The  principal conclusions  of this report  are  as  followao 
Measures  a§opted in Member  States 
10.  On  the legal plane,  there have  not  been  any great  cha.ngea 
in legislation on  duration oi work.  The  only  exception is Belgium, 
which recently adopted  measures reducing  the~legal duration of 
work  to 40 hours. 
In this  field~  there  has been  more  progress  on  collective 
agreements.  In several  Member  States,  the  social partners have 
agreed either to reduce  weekly  working  hours  to '8  or even 
36  hours~  or to  extend annual leave  to  aix  weeks~ Concern about 
employment  levels  seems to have  played  a  aignif1.cant  role in 
the conclusion of  some  of these  agreements. 
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11.  Steps have  been  taken in  seve~al countries to reduce 
overtime  working,  but  most  of  them  have  not yet  shown  resultso 
Reduction in the  length of working life is one  of the 
principal measures  adopted  so  faro  Several countries have 
lowered  the  age  of legal retirement  for  the  older  unemployed~ 
for  certain branches  of activity or for certain categories 
of labour. 
Some  countries are  announcing  steps to encourage part-
time  work,  but  these  have  not  yet  been  fully  implementedo 
Furthermore,  the  introduction of an  additional shift,  or shorter 
working  hours  for  shift workers is being actively discussed. 
New  procedures are  proposed in particular  for  the  steel industry 
or other  sectors in difficulty. 
Trends  in Member  Countries  :  Social Partners and Governments 
12.  Generally  speaking,  trade  union action has been concerned 
with  the  gradual  establishment  of a  35-hour weeko  The  vigour 
of  such action,  moreover 9  varies considerably between countries 
and  sectors. It is frequently accompanied  by  a  demand  to limit 
overtime.  Furthermore,  several national organizations have 
come  out  in  favour  of lowering  the  retirement  age. 
13.  Employers'  organizations are  more  in favour  of measures 
on  part-time  and,  occasionally,  on  temporary  work.  Their 
attitude to  a  reduction  in duration of work varies considerably 
from  one  country to another.  There is certainly a  common  desire 
to prevent  cost increases and  the loss of competitive  edgeo 
This has led certain national  organizations to  show  the greatest 
reticence;  but  others have  proposed  a  moderate  and  gradual 
red,:c: ion  in  the  annual  duration  of work  and  are not  opposep  to 
a  rensonable limitation on  overtimeo 
14o  Most  Governments  are  aware  of  the  proiosals concerning 
the  reduction in  systematic  overtime  and  differentiated action 
on  retiremento  They  attach importance  to joint negotiations on 
the  duration  of worko  Some  of  them  have  been  open  in regard  to 
general action to promote  vork-sharingo  The  importance  of 
competitivity and  fears  of distortion at  the  economic  and 
social level tend to underline  the  need  for concrete concerted 
action at Community  levelo ... '  .., 
15.  The  striking  fact  ~hich emerges  from  this analysis  ~s 
the  wide  range  of results that can be  expected  from  a  reduction 
in  the  duration  of work  itself,  once  current negotiations have 
been concluded.  This is so both  for  the  scale  and  nature  of. 
the  measures  envisaged.  It seems  to  go  beyond  the  necessary 
taking into account  of different national preferences; it 
raises problems  of coherence,  both as  regards overall  economic 
convergence  and its social consequences and at the  level of 
sectoral  developments~ Thus it raises the  question of effective 
coordination at Community  level. 
Trends at Communi ty_level 
16.  Trends at  national level have  their counterpart at 
Community  level. 
The  Euro.,Ee.an  Trade  Union Confederation  stated that  a 
significant reduction in the  duration of work  should  have  an 
important  place  in an  overall  strategy,  and  demanded  that this 
reduction  be  of the  order  of 10  ~ in the  next  four  years. 
The  Union  of Industries of the  European  Communit~ 
expressed  doubt  as to  ho~ effective  these measures  would  be 
in  improving  the  employment  situation and  emphasized  that 
hasty  conclusions should  not  be  drawn  before  the  effects of 
different measures  on  firms  production coats had  been  examined 
with care. 
During  Community  level discussions,  Governments 
favoured  defining guidelines,  while  drawin@;;ttention to 
the  need  to maintain  the  internal and  external competitivity 
of  the  Communityi  they also  observed  that  the  measures 
proposed  would  not  necessarily have  a  mechanical  effect  on 
employment  and  that they  should be  recognised as being 
accompanying  measures. 
During  these  discussions,  it was  the constant concern 
of Governments  to allow  the Social Partners to play their 
full  role  in the  preparation and  implementation of any 
work-sharing measureso 
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II. THE  ROLE  OF  COMMUNITY  ACTION 
17.  If a  work-sharing policy is to  make  a  significant 
contribution to Community  plans  for lasting improvement  in 
the  employment  situation,  it must  take  account  of a  number 
of prior conditions. 
From  this standpoint,  work-sharing policy must  : 
- be  integrated with harmonization in the  improvement  of 
living and  working  conditions and  prevent  the  growth  of 
disparities between countries,  sectors and  occupations; 
-ensure that  the  increased costs resulting  from~his 
reduction of working  time  are  compatible  overall with 
the available margins resulting  from  productivity gains, 
and  that  the  division of these costs between  the  parties 
concerned  operates in  such  a  way  as to avoid  an  increase 
in public  expen~iture overtime;  on  this last point,  it 
will be  observed  that  an  immediate  increase  in these costs 
could  be  recovered  subsequently by reducing  the  cost  of 
unemployment  over  a  period of time  or through greater 
employability of the  unemployed; 
- ensure  that its costs  do  not  jeopardize  the  revival  of 
firms'  profitability by  introducing distortions of 
competition within the Community  and  weakening  the 
competitivity of Community  industry throughout  the world; 
- take  account  of possible reversibility so  as to allow 
for  possible later changes in the  labour market  situation; 
- be  achieved  by  constant,  spontaneous  dialogue,  co-operation 
and  negotiation between all the parties concerned. 
The  Commission  defined these conditions at the 
meetings  of the Standing Employment- Committee  and  the 
Tripa:.·ti te Conference  which  dealt with this subject,  and 
they  were  approved by all the  Governments  and  the  Social 
Partners as essential to continued Community  action. 
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18.  The  Commission  therefore  regards as important  and necessary 
Community  action to guide  the  pressure  and  trends  towards  reduction 
in working  time,  which  exist in all Member  States,  ~nto goals which 
contribute  to  the  convergence  of economic  policieao  To  this end, 
it is desirable  that  such goals,  while  taking account  of national 
and  sectoral characteristics,  ehould be  aa  homogeneous  as  po~aible 
and  mutually  compatible. 
19.  It is general  practice  in all Community  countries to leave 
the  provisions laying  down  duration  of  work  to autonomous  negotiation 
between  the  two  sides of industry.  Such  a  practice  does not, 
however,  inhibit initiatives at Community  level. 
Further the  Commission  wishes to  emphasize  in this respect 
that it considers it essential that direct contacts between  the 
Social Partners  develop  to  a  greater extent  than in the  past at 
Community  level,  and  that it is prepared  to  do all it can  in this 
direction. 
To  the  extent  that negotiations take place  between  the Social 
Partners at  this level,  the  question is raised  as to whether  certain 
responsibilities could  not  usefully be  taken  on  at  Commu~ity level. 
This  development  should  naturally respect  the  full  autonomy  of 
the  partners. 
The  Commission  considers all the  same  that  l.t is necessary 
to  consider  the  role  of the  Community  institutions and  of  the 
Member  States vho  cannot  simply confine  themselves to waiting, 
but  muot  each carry  out  fully their proper responsibilities in 
this field,  including at  Community  level. 
20.  With  this in mind,  the  Commission  wonders  whether  the  role 
of  the  Community  institutions should not  be  to provide  a~  :  :tial 
impetus  to the  steps to  be  taken  on  work-sharing.  At  the  same 
time,  could  not  a  minimum  number  of rules on Community  procedure 
be  defined  firstly in order to  encourage  and assist beth sides 
of industry in setting up  their dialogue  and  in implementing 
their eventual  agreements  and 9  secondly  to provide  the  appropriate 
legal instruments setting out  the positions that  Community 
institutions could adopt  as  a  result of their dialogue with 
the Social Partners? 
.;. ...  8  ... 
21.  To  this end,  the Commission  would like to  see  the 
in~erested parties considering the  fol~owing tw~ possibilities 
- Eur.opean  outline a·greements  :  these  could  stem  either 
from  direct action by  the partners or  from  th~ initiative 
of the  Community  institutions requesting  them  to  develop 
dialogue  and  direct negotiations in the  appropriate arease 
In either case,  the  Community  institutions could ·provide 
the  necessary  technical assistance ·.and ·also be  prepared 
to take  steps to help in reaching  the  necessary compromises, 
~hiist  ~especting the autonomy:of  the  partner~; 
-the adoption  of outline directives  :_such directives·would 
-be  adopted  by  the Council  on  the  proposal  of the Commission 
in accordance with the  usual  procedures.  They  would 
establish the  position of the  Community  institutions 
resulting  from  dialogue  with  the Social Partners·: 
further  the directive would  be  limited to  fixing  the 
common  aim  so as to  ensure  cohesiveness,  and  would  leave 
it to national rules or collective agreements  to lay  down 
the  detailed arrangementso 
22.  The  Commission  questions whether  those  forms  of intervention, 
which  are particularly aimed at  ensuring that negotiations 
between  the  Social Partners at Community  level run  smoothly, 
and  which  correspond  to the  (virtually general)  practice in 
the  Member  States,  could not  permit  the  gradual  setting-up of 
a  European  system  of industrial relations which is desirable 
in  the  context  of a  greater convergence in economic  performanceo 
23.  During  the meeting of the  Stand.ing Committee  on  Employment 
last March,  as well  as in the  various contacts at different 
levels between  Comm~nity institutions and  the Social Partners, 
all the parties present  accepted the thesisof the Commission 
following  which,  whatever  the  means  adopted,  "it is necessary 
to  ensure  the  fair distribution among  the parties  concern~d 
of the  costs resulting  from  the  implementaticn of work-sharing 
measures". 
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24o  Without  wishing  to adopt  a  position today  on  the  whole 
of the  problem,  the Commission  considers nevertheless that 
with  the  prospect  of  slov growth  now  facing  the  Community, 
the  need  to  restore profitability of  firms  and  to maintain 
world-wide  competitivity  of the  Community  industry?  an 
effective work-sharing  policy requires the  allocation of 
part  of the  product  of growth to  the  reduction of hours worked 
rather  than  to wage  increases.  Workers will be  more  disposed 
to accept  such  a  policy if it is situated in a  context  of  · 
social progress and  the  democratisation of working lifeo 
Community  action to be  taken 
25.  There  is certainly a  wide  range  of possible actions 
that  can  be  taken  on work-sharingo  As  a  result  of discussions 
between  the  various Community  authorities,  in particular 
of  the  European Council  meeting  on  12  and  13  March  1978, 
and  on  the  basis of its contacts with the Social Partners, 
the  Commission considers that Community  intervention would  be 
justified in  the  following areas 
- annual  volume  of work 
- overtime 
- shift  work 
- flexible  retirement  and  early retirement 
- right  to  training 
- part-time work 
- temporary  work 
26.  Actions in any  of these  fields  must  take  into account 
impact  on  employment,  intrinsic merit  from  the  point of view  of 
working  conditions and  relative cost. Particularly as regards 
their impact  on  employment,  referen~e should be  made  to the 
observations above  concerning  the  difficulty of establishing 
a_  universal hierarchy.  Further. qualitative effects apart,  there 
are  considerable differences in the  ways in which  each measure 
can affect  employmenta  Regarding  this single,  partial aspect  of 
direct  effects on  employment,  there  ia a  graded transition through 
the  different  types of measures  : 
early retirement  by  removing  people  from  the  labour market  liberates 
posts that can  - at any  rate in part  - be  filled by  other. peoplei 
- other measures  designed  to  reduce  the  'ii{Orking  hours of indi  viduB.ls 
'..Ji th probable  immediate  effect  on  l"ecrui  tment  (limitation of 
overtime,  changes in shift-work); 
~  finally  for  others~  the  effect  OA'A  e:mpJ.o;y7i:lent  is subject to  further 
decisions being  taken by  f'irme:  ( reduct:i.o:n  in annue.l  volume  of work 
through  changes in  a:nnu~.l  lea.v'El  or daily  durat:l.on  of t<ro:r.k)  .. - 10  -
Measures  on  part-time  work  and  temporary  work  are 
di fferenL  Designed  to increase labour  flexibility by  amen.dirig 
legal protection conditions,  they apparently have  a  beneficial 
effect in terms  of  employment,  wh:i.le  involving  the risk of 
discrimination and  social  regressiono Discussion of  them 
supposes a  trade-off between  th~ae two  elementao 
27.  Training measures require  separate  treatment. Firat, 
· those  measures  presented in this Communication are  there  for 
a  specific  purpose.  In the Commission's  opinion vocational 
trai~ing and  continuous  education  should be  treated as priority 
ac t:i. ·.tj ties so  that  men  and  women  should have better control of 
their destinies in the period of rapid and difficult changes 
now  being  felt in the Community.  But  the  development  of these 
activities can also considerably affect  the  balance  of employment. 
This is why  the  Commission  considers it advisable,  without losing 
sight  of the  main  aim,  to include  them  in its work-sharing 
actions. 
Nor  should it be  forgotten that all the  ~ork-sharing 
measures  envisaged  involve  re-adjustment  by  firms  and  by  labour 
they  involve  a  strengthening of the  general training efforts 
which  should  be  kept  in mind.  Moreover,  it is necessary 
to re-inforce  other labour market  policies in order to meet 
the  qualitative mis-match between  the  supply and  demand  for 
labour  which  exists in geographical  terms,  in training and in 
working  conditions.  (•) 
28.  The  measures  should not  be  considered independently. 
Some  of  them  affect or  complement  each other;  others are 
inter-linked. These  close links can  be  illustrated by  two 
examples.  The  employment  effect of a  reduction in annual 
working  time is liable to be  greatly weakened if there is not 
at  the  same  time  a  limitation on  overtime worked.  Furthermore, 
the  transition  from  work  to  retirement  can  take  place gradually 
by progressive  reduction in hours  worked  by  older employees, 
a  combination which is relevant both to retirement  age  and 
part-time  work.  Even if possible Community  actions are presented 
separately,  such interrelations should not  be  overlooked. 
(•)  See  Communication  from  the  Commission  to the 
Standing Committee  on  Employment  on  mismatch 
in the  labour mnrket. 
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29.  The  development  of national  measures  in different areas 
requires a  Community  framework  in order to preserve  coherence, 
both  from  the  point  of  view  of overall  economic  developments 
and  competitivity,  and  from  the  point  of view  of avoiding 
overloading.  The  objective  of  such  a  framework  would  be  to  fix 
the  basic  orientations on  which  the negotiations  should take 
place  at national level in such  a  way  as to ensure  a  balance 
between  the  different measures  taken at national level. The 
Community  framework  could  be  established either by  direct 
negotiations between Social Partners or  by  joint conclusions 
from Tripartite meetings. 
30.  In this light,  the  Commission asks the  following 
questions about  initiatives of a  framework  sort which  could 
be  envisaged at Community level.: 
- The  ANNUAL  DURATION  OF  WORK  - could it be  the  subject 
of  outline agreements between  the Social Partners ? 
- Restrictions on  SYSTEMATIC  OVERTIME  - could it be 
the  subject  of a  directive proposed  by  the  Commission  ? 
Regarding  the  other questions,  the Commission considers 
that  the  following initiatives are  useful  : 
- SHIFT-WORK  will be  dealt with by  the Commission within 
its proposal  to  the Council  on  steel policy.  This will 
be  drafted in close  cooperation with the  Member  States. 
- FLEXIBLE  RETIREMENT  will be  the  subject  of a 
Communication  from  the Commission  to the  various 
Community  bodies concerned. 
- The  DEVELOPMENT  OF  TRAINING  AND  ALTERNANCE  TRAINING 
will be  the  subject  of  a  Commission  proposal  in a  form 
to  be  determined at a  later date. 
- The  EXTENSION  OF  VOLUNTARY  PART-TIME  WORK  and  the  problem 
of  TEMPORARY  WORK  should  be  discussed at Community  level 
on  the basis of studies and  suggestions to  be  presented 
by  the Commission. 
31.  The  Commission is not at this stage  submitting detailed 
proposals  on  each of these measures to the Council,  but is 
presenting,  in an  Annex  to this Communication,  its first  thoughts 
on  each measureo  . - 12  -
IIIa  THE  ECONOMIC  EFFECTS  OF  MEASURES  TO  REDUCE  HOURS  OF  WORK 
32.  The  actual number  of hours worked  on  average  by  each worker 
is now  regularly  falling in all the  Member  States by  about  Oc5  % 
to  1  % a  year,  although  the  trend started earlier in some  States 
than in others,  and  the practical arrangements  vary~ 
In  the  past,  the  reduction in hours of work  was  a  steady 
and  gradual  process carried out  against  a  background  of healthy 
growth,  large productivity gains and  a  fairly tight labour  supplyo 
It was  part  of the  general  improvement  in working  conditions~ 
and  usually reflected the wage-earners'  choice  between  free  time 
and  the  increased real wages  made  possible by  productivity 
gains. 
33.  Employment  policy measures  to reduce  hours  of work  in 
present  circumstances would  be  of an entirely different  nature 
both in type  and  in  scope  (the  ESC  suggests a  10  ~ reduction 
over  the  next  four  years)s  Instead of resulting  from  economic 
development,  the  reduction in hours  of work  would  be  a  deliberate 
step  towards  improving  employmente  It is therefore difficult, 
and  perhaps irrelevant,  to refer to past  experience in assessing 
the  probable  effects of such  a  new  policy  for  sharing out 
available  hours of work. 
34.  It is not  an  easy  task to analyse  these multiple,  complex 
and  often contradictory effects,  and  they  have  not  yet been 
studied  very  fully.  The  analysis must  be  based  on  definitions 
of the  specific ways  of reducing hours of work,  and  of the 
time-horizon considered.  Moreover,  the  general effects of 
shorter working  hours  on  the  trend  of  employment  depend  ori 
the  economic  situation,  on  the  institutional.and organizational 
flexibility  of  firms  and  branches,  on  the  regional  sectoral 
and  vocational  distribution of workers  and  on  their mobility9 
on  the  solidarity of the  two  sides of industry and  so  on. 
Although it is impossible  to predict exactly the  effects of 
a  given measure  to reduce  hours of work,  it is nevertheless 
possible  to describe  the general conditions required  for  the 
results of the measure  to be  as  favourable as possible. 
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35.  First of all,  all other  things being equal,  such 
measures  result  in lover production,  since  the  capacity 
utilization rate  drops,  and  in higher  depreciation charges. 
This effect  on  production,  however,  is n.ot  proportional; 
for  labour productivity increaseso  Some  empirical  studies 
show  that  a  1  % reduction in hours  of work is largely 
offset by  improved  hourly productivity of labour.  With  an 
unchanged  production level 1  therefore  only half the labour 
time  given  up  by  the  employed population can be  passed  on 
to newly-recruited workers.  The  relation is probably not 
linear,  and  does  not  apply in all cases.  Moreover,  the 
effect will vary  from  branch·  to branch·  and  from  firm 
to  firm. 
36~  This is the principal reason  ~hy numerical  calculations 
redistributing the  number  of hours  of labour required  for 
a  specific  production among  a  largenumber of workers  (i.eo 
allowing  fever  hours  of  work  per person)  cannot be  valid. 
The  volume  of labour is not  a  fixed  quanti·ty :that  can be  · 
divided into as  many  parte as  we  choose. 
37.  The  number  of new  jobs  made  available  by  a  given 
reduction in  hours  of work  cannot  be  calculated according 
to  some  general  rule~ It will usually have  to be  assessed 
separately  for  each branch 9  or  even  for  each  firm~ However, 
a  set  of basic  factors  can  be  identified~ 
38o  A  reduction in actual hours worked  can  lead to the 
creation  of  new  jobs  only if the  necessary staff to fill 
the  new  jobs is available.  Otherwise  the  reduction will lead 
to  a  loss of production,  often in important branches of  jobsa 
The  need  for  overtime  is partly explained by  the  existence 
of pockets  of labour shortage  in a  general  situation of under-
employmento  The  remedy is increased labour mobility,  supported 
by  active  employment  policy measures  (aids to mobility and 
training). 
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39.  In  some  cases,  shorter hours of work  may  be  welcomed 
simply  because  the  reduction will  speed  up  a  deliberate process 
of cutting down  on  the  labour  forceo  This is tru~ in some 
industrial branches  suffering  from  chronic  over-capacity,  and 
in some  service activities affeeted 9  for  example,  by  the 
development  of data-processing  (banks9  insurance  companies)o 
What  is more,  such  a  reduction may  well be  an  incentive to 
invest in improving productivity and  thus1  in the  short  term, 
to saving  on  labour rather than creating new  jobao  However,  it 
may  also help  to prevent  redundancy  in declining induatrieso 
40~  The  constraints to which  firms  are  subject  to a  varying 
extent  should also be  borne  in mindo  Some  arrangements  for 
reducing  hours  of work,  particularly if they are applied to small 
firms  of work-shops,  may  well lead to an increase  in undeclared 
work,  which is already  a  considerable  problem  in some  areasm 
In general,  it is difficult to shorten the  working  week  in small 
firma.  It is easier in  firms  that are not  very  specialized, 
and  that  have  sufficiently vide profit margins. 
41o  However,  a  reduction in working  hours  can  result in a 
proportional  increase  in staff,  allowing  for  productivity gains, 
in branches  where  the production process is continuouso  Such  a 
reduction  enables available  equipment  to be  used  more  rationally, 
for  example,  the  effectiveness of the reduction will  depend  to 
a  large  extent  on  how  the  hours lost are  made  up.  Any  extension 
of shift-work  may  be  difficult because it comes  up against 
resistance  in the  name  of working conditions. 
42.  Whether  or not  the  reduction in hours of work is a 
successful  employment  policy instrument will  depend  to a  large 
extent  on  how  the  shortfall in wages is made  up. 
If it is made  up  by  the  firm  or the State,  the  amount 
by  which  the  compensation  exceeds productivity gains will  fuel 
inflation,  and,  as recent  Dutch  studies have  shown,  may  even 
damage  production and  employments  The  consequence  for  firms 
is increased unit costs of production;  an increase in costs 
associated with re-organization and  an  increase in financial 
burdens  due  to the  requirement  for  extra investment if the 
lost production is made  up  or if new  jobs must  be  created 
may  be  added  to the  increase in the  wage bill. 
./. 43.  If the  wages lost  by  workers because  of a  reduction 
in hours are  made  up  at least partially by  the authorities, 
or if the  State is required  to bear  increased social costs 
because  of certain measures  to reduce  hours of work  (e.g. 
the  extension of the  base  for  social  security contributions), 
the  result  may  be  ne~ and  considerabl~ increased national 
budgetary  expenditure  on  transfer paymentso 
This  may  be  inconsistent with  the  aim  of restricting 
the  size  of the  budget  relative  to GNP;  it may  require 
changes  in the  structure  of public  expend:.t ture,  particul.arly 
expenditure  on  transfer pz..yments 1  at  the  expense  of other 
social protection  measures~ It should be  borne  in mind, 
ho"<<'eYer,  that  savings could b€  made  en  u.nemployment  benefits 
and  sickness benefitsa 
44o  The  effects of measures  to reduce  hours  of work  may  be 
favo-urable  ~hen the  W.!:ltgea  loet are  made  up  only in proportion 
to productivity gains,  cr,  :i.n  other  words~  w·hen  the  real 
per capita wage  increas~ ie lower  than  :i. t  would  he.ve  been 
if a11ailabl~  hours  of work  had  no·\:  been  spres.O.  out  more  thinlyo 
45 o  The  margin  for  m.a:noetrvre  ia ·very  narrow;  it wou.ld  b'C 
unrealistic  to  refuse  ~11 compensations  for lost  ~agea~  but 
wage-bills must  nat  be  increasedu  Here  again,  the  &xact 
distribution can be  decided  only within  a  particular branch 
or  firm~ It cannot  be  impoaed as a  precise quantitative  size, 
or ·oy  the  application of  some  general  for·m·i.'l.la  for  sharing  out 
the  burden.  However?  for  social reasons  ano.  i:n  particular out 
of solidarity,  it should  be  agreed at least thet  compensation 
for  wages lost must  be  inversely related to the level of 
remunerationo 
46e  Measures  to redistribute available hours  of work will 
not  solve  everything;  at best,  they are  only  a  contribution 
to  the  effort  to  solve  long  and  short-term  employment  problems. 
The  dangers  and  the  unwelcome  secondary effects of excesr.d v ,.·: v 
energetic  measures  should  be  borne  permanently in mindo 
However,  the  effects of employment  will be  magnified  to  the 
extent  that  : 
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- hours  of work  are  reduced as  pal"t  of a  Community 
growth  and  employment  strategy; 
- ~he reductions allow  for  the  requirements  of closer 
convergence  between the  economic  developments  in the 
various Member  States,  i.ee  do  not affect any 
country's competitive capacity; 
wage  losses are  offset  only partially,  and  the  reduction 
in hours is considered as an  integral part  of ordinary 
wage  negotiations between the  two  sides of industry; 
- the  reductions are  flexibly  adapted to  each branch, 
professional group,  age  group,  sex  - and  even to 
each  firm  -,  avoiding uniform  solutions that would 
increase the  rigidity of the  production process; 
- the  specific arrangements  for  the  reductions are 
consistent with  social aims  such as improving unpleasant 
working conditions,  protecting low  incomes  from  the 
burden  of the  measures,  adapting  time-tables and  rythms 
of work  to  the  specific  needs  of the various  job-seekers. 
47.  The  measures  for  redistributing work  that  have  been 
applied,  and  those  that are being considered in the  Member 
States,  should be  studied at Community  level,  both because 
they are  important  and  because  the  Community  must  do  its best 
to  ensure  that  the  relative competitivity of  the  Member  States 
is not  distorted,  and  that  convergence is not  endangered  by 
a  variety of ill-coordinated  measures~ Considering all the 
wide  differences between  the  Member  Countries,  closer convergence 
does  not  require  that identical arrangements  should be  adopted 
everywhere  for  redistributing worko  It does,  however,  require 
that  the  matter  should  be  considered in common,  so that 
developments  in the  different countries will be  as similar as 
possible,  eventually within a  Community  frameworko 
48.  The  coat  for  firms  and  for  society of any action to 
redistribute work  is obviously  the  basis  for  deciding  on its 
economic  and  social implicationso  However,  other aspects,  much 
more  difficult to express quantitativity,  must  also be  taken 
into account.  For  example,  if working  conditions are  improved 
and if job-seekers at  a  disadvantage  find it easier to obtain 
work  because  of a  reduction in hours of work,  such  a  reduction 
can contribute  to  a  healthier social consensus  and  to stronger 
solidarityo  These  points are  far  from  negligible in the 
Community's  present  economic  difficultiese 
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9 GUIDELINES  FOR  FUTURE  WORK 
In  this  paper  will  be  found  the guidelines  within  which 
the  Commission  intends  to develop  its work  on  the  themes  defined 
in  g  30,  so  as  to  decide  on  the  appropriate  initiatives  to  be 
taken at  Community  level. 
Annu:1l  dun: t ion  of  work 
The  concept  of  the  annual  duration  or annual  volune  of 
work  per  worker  is  a  decisive  reference  point in the  Community 
nctinn  for  a  conc8rted  reduction  in hours  worked.  Its development 
cnn  be  affected by  v~rious specific actions  (extension  of paid 
l>:ave  or  reduction  of actual  hours  worked  a  day),  to  which  laws 
nr  ::~::recments refer with  greater  frequency.  From  the  standpoint 
of  worksharing,  and  also  from  that  of the  charges  involved,  it is 
important  to  adopt  the  annual  duration  of  work  as  a  reference point. 
Down  the  yenrs  the  basic pattern has  been  a  gradual  reduction in 
the  actual  nnnual  duration of  work  (which  currently ranges  from 
1,600  to  2,000 hours,depending  on  the  country).  The  disparity 
bctw0cn  actual  duration  and  agreed  duration is explained by 
ovcrtim0.. 
Thr  reduction  in the  annual  duration of work  - 10%  in  the  next 
four  ycarfi  - is  the  principal request  of  the  European  Trade  Union 
Conf•''icra tion.  It is at  the  root· of  a  number  of actions carried 
out  j~ this direction at  sectoral  or  inter-occupational levels 
- in  respect  of  weekly  working hours  or paid leave,  or  a  combination 
o:  t.:-· .  ..-:  tw·o. 
Sucl1  measures  should be  aimed  at  improving  working  conditions,  while 
;;·-·v0nting  dizmiscols  or  encouraging  recruitment.  At  the  same  time, 
!·-•w'vcr,  they  must  have  an  equal  impact  in the  Community  countries  and 
,,,., ve:1t  current  trends  from  raising the  cost  to  an intolerable level, 
rr:.· :.:1 t ing in  harmful  dispari tieso 
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'l'rvl  Commission  finc1s  that  the  problem  is now  posed  at  Commu-
nity  J.evol  and  that  the  Community  is from  this vie1trpoj.nt  engaged 
in  a  process  which,  in  c-,e  next  few  years,  will result in measures . 
in  the  various  fields  relative  to  the  annual  volume  of work.  It 
therefore  considers  that it would  be  advisable  for  Gommunity  action 
to  develop  in this field,  through  the  medium  of  outline  agreements 
Rt  Community  level between  social partners. 
R.::~r::trictions  on  rerrular  overtime 
The  use  of  overtime  fulfills the  need  for  flexibility in 
undertakings  which  must  be  able  to  respond  rapidly to variations in 
clcmnnd.  The  Commission,  however,  feels  that it is important  to 
re::.trict  regular  recourse  to  overtime. 
The  Commission  also  considers  that  a  restriction of this 
nDturc  is a  prerequisite  for  any  other  measure  aimed  at  reducing  the 
~ur~tion of  work.  In addition  to  a  variation in production,  productivity 
or  tllc  number  of workers,  recourse  to  overtime  is  one  method  by  which 
an  undertnking  can  react  to  any  reduction in the  duration  of work, 
fixed  either by  la.w  or  by  collective agreement. 
Thus,  a  restriction  on  this course  of action itself constitutes 
~  pn1·t  of  the  measures  on  worksharing  and  should  ha~e a  complementary 
effect.  It should  make  it possible  to prevent  the potential effects 
on  employment  of  a  concerted reduction in the  annual  duration  of 
work  being  reduced  to  nothing  through  the  use  of  overtime.  A reductioh 
of  this  type  is also likely  to  reduce  the  hours actually worked 
by  each person,  which  can  result in the  need  to recruit additional 
labour. 
It has  been  noted  that  even  during  the  recession,  a  number  of. 
undertakings,  both  public  and  private,  had  considerable  recourse 
to  overtime.  This  is partly explained by  the  fact  that  overtime 
~~  ~ttractive to  an  undertaking:  on  the  one  hand,  social  charges 
i ::ci·ea.se  proportionately less  than ,the basic  wages;  on  the  other 
:.nn~,  despite  the  payment  of  overtime  premiums,  the  cost  of  the 
J.  <~ t ter is lower  than  the  costgfrecrui  tment,  training and possibly 
til<~  l'f'!Organisa tion  of  work  following  the  recruitment  of additional 
J.;:hour. 
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For  their part,  the  workers  are  encouraged  to  accept  this 
by  the  financial benefits  that  they  receive  for  overtime.  The 
importan~e of  overtime  to  certain cai:egories  of  low-wage  earners 
in  some  countries is,  moreover,  a  problem  that  must  be  kept 
in  mi'ncf  \Jhen·  defining future  action.  · 
The  proportion  of  overtime  worked  in the total 
volume  of  hours  represents  an  average  of  3-5%  in Member 
Countries.  According  to  estimates based  on  the  Community Labour 
Force  Survey  ,  about  a  quarter of  the  labour  force  could 
h:we  worked  overtime  in  1977;  this  would  be  about half the  number 
corn!1ared  \.,rith  1973,  but it appears  to be  on  the  increase with  the 
stnrt  of  the  current  revival  (see attached Table). 
These  general  data  do  not  show  the  high  concentration  of 
ov0rtim0  worked  in  certain sectors  (which varies  from  country  to 
conntry),  nnd  occupational  categories.  For  persons  who 
work~d overtime  the  proportion  of  overtime  in the  tot&l 
voJ:cme  of  hours  worked  frequent]y exceeds  10%,  often reaching 
15  or  20%. 
On  this  basis,  and  taking account  of 
the  conclusions  of  the  European  Council  meeting held  on  12  and  13 
~nrclt  1979,  Community  action  could  take  the  form  of  a  Community 
inGLrument  aimed at restricting  the  use  of  overtime,  in accordance 
with  the  following principles: 
- the  practice  of  overtime  would  be  maintained,  but it would  be 
limited; 
- ~  mnximum  number  of  hours  of  overtime  would  be  authorised per 
head  and  per  year,  depending  on  the  hours  of work;  the  number 
of  authorised hours  of  overtime  should  be  proportionately less, 
t!u.·  longer  the  regular hours  worked; 
overtime  worked  in excess  of  the  authorised  maximum  would  be 
compensated  in  the  form  of leave  which  would  have  to  be  taken 
within  o  specified  time; 
- t:1e  mensures  of limitation should be  aimed  at all sectors  and 
0c~ivi~es,  although  exceptions should be  made  for  specific  cases; 
- t~~  Community  directive  should refer 
or  collc~tive agreements  which  would 
rr:i. ncipl  <r.·  :1 dopted at Community level 
to national legislation 
put  into practise 
in different  ways • 
.  ;. 
the Attention  should  .:tlso  be  drawn  to  the  problem  which  has already 
heen  mentioned  of  the  relationship between  overtime  and  the  ceiling 
for  :3ocial  security contributions.  The  advisability of remedying 
!> 
the  resul,t.ing  distortions merits  examination. 
Shifh;ork 
A  considerable  number  of workers  appears  to  be  employed 
on  shiftwork.  According  to  the  labour  force  s~mple survey  carried 
out  in  1975,  the percentage  of  employees  doing  shiftwork varies 
bc~h;een  15  and  2(Js· of  the  total  employees  in the  Member  States. 
The  number  of  Community  workers  affected by  shiftwork is estimated 
at  20  million.  The  percentage  of workers  on  shiftwork is particularly 
high  in  sectors  such  3S  mining,iron  and  steel,  textiles and paper.  · 
Furthermore,  shiftwork has  gradually increased  in recent 
years,  particularly in  the  tertiary  sector;  In  most  Member  States 
public  sector workers  make  up  between  40  ~nd 50%  of  the  total 
number  of shiftworkers;  for  women  this proportion rises  to between 
GO  anJ  So%.  In  the  transport  ~nd  communications  sector,  the  pro-
portion of  shift\vork has  ah;ays been  relatively high;  principa·lly becausetgr 
srowth  of  the  new  data  processing technology,  shi~twork has  also  ·  .e 
spread  to  other  fields  in the  tertiary sector. 
The  Commission  wishes  to stress the rather paradoxical situa-
tion  in  which it is placed by  proposing  to  increase  the  number  of 
shifts by  reducing  the  length  of  each  shift. 
On  the  one  hand,  the  increase in the  number  of shifts  would 
m~ke it possible  to  create  a  certain number  of  jobs and  would 
thr;re fore  involve  a  greater  number  of workers.  On  the  other hand, 
shirt~ork,  in all its aspects,  is not  necessarily  compatible  with 
the  improvement  of  working  conditions.  Thus  it is only by  reducing 
the  hours  worked  per shift,  thereby  increasing the  number  of 
$hifts,  tha~ it is possible  to reconcile  employment  requirements 
and  the  improvement  of living and  working  conditions.  This step 
is of  particular importance  as  recourse  to  shiftwork  s~ems likely 
to  develop  in  the  future. - 5  -
The  Commission  considers it difficult  to approach  the 
probJem  at  the  inoustrial  inter-occupational levels,  ns  the  charac-
tel'J  . .c:tics  of  shiftwork  V'A.ry  from  sector to sector according to 
the  branch  of  industry  (2  shifts,  3  shifts,  4  1/2 shifts,  semi-
continuous  work). 
As  a  first  step,  the  Commission  proposes  to  introduce  an 
~dditional shift in  the  iron  and  steel industry,  in  firms  where 
work  organisation persists.  This will be  done  under  its programme 
on  "Social  Asp2cts  in  the  Iron  and Steel Industry11 • 
Flexible  retirement  and  early  retirement 
The  retirement  age  r~oblem has hifuerto been  considered 
~t Community  level  more  in  terms  of  the  immediate  requirements 
of  worksharing  (by  introducing early  retirement)  than in terms 
or  mo1·e  permanent  solutions to  the  needs  of persons  nearing 
retirement  age.  Positive results  from  this measure  have  been 
obt~inad mainly  in Belgium  and  very recently in  Denmark.  Thus 
current policy  tends  to  favour  a  widespread but  temporary lowering 
of  r0tirement  ace,  particularly in certain crisis sectors. 
Early and  voluntary  retirement  of  older workers  affects 
em0loymcnt  more  directly  than  other worksharing  measures.  The 
t"i<:}"J.,~ture  of  older  'v:orkers  starts a  process  of  job  rotation which 
:.r.1prov es  the  prospects  of  younger  workers  at the  same  time 
aG  offerin€~ "freed"  jobs  to  the  unemployed. 
Without  going  into detail  on  the  problems  of  early retire-
ment  ~nd while  acknowledging  that  this measure  is inevitable 
in  s~ecific crisis situatiornin order  to facilitate restructuring, 
the  Commission  draws  attention to  the  need  to keep  the  voluntary 
8spect  of all measures  concerning  access to retirement.  Compulsory 
nnd  sudden retirement  often poses  social and  medical  problems, 
particularly if it has  not  been sufficiently prepared  • 
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The  Commicsion  considers it necessary  to  examine  alternatives 
to  the  current  retirement  policy.  An  alternative policy  should 
aim  to  modify  pension  systems  by  introducing  two  possibilities which 
would  enable  individuals  either  to  choose  their age  of  retirement 
within  given limits or  to  work  fewer  hours  in the  last years  of 
their working  lives. 
Such  a  policy would  contribute  to  a  better distribution 
of  wor~ through  part-time  work  in  the  last years  of  employment 
;.;nci  F:arly  voluntary retirement,  without  constraints  and  without 
ex~eptions.  Furthermore,  preference  should be  given  to  flexible 
rules  which  enable  employment  in  the  long-term  to .adapt  to  the 
evolution  of society. 
Some  first  steps  have  been  taken  in this direction. 
Flexible  retirement  age  is more  current in German  legislation,  while 
th~ possibility of  early retirement  without  loss  of rights is pro-
vided  for  in  other legislation in specific  conditions.  The  principle 
of  a  t,radual  transition from  full-time  employment  to  none  has· 
.l·ccr;:ntly  been  adopted  with  success  in Swedish legislation and  in 
certain sectoral collective agreements  in Germany  (breweries,  tobacco 
industry). 
There  are  a  number  of problems  (legal,  financial,  technical) 
involved  with  the  implementation  of  these  guidelines,  at  the  level 
of  national legislation. 
The  Commission  proposes  to  submit its studies and  suggestions 
<):1  ~,Jl  these  problems  for  discussion at  Community  level. 
D0.vr:lonment  of  training 
The  QUestion  of access  to  training for  young persons  and 
ndu1t~ has  a  special place  in  the  general measures  advocated by 
th0  Commission.  The  development  of  continuous  education must 
primarily  meet  the  needs  of personal fulfillment. - 7  -
In  this  context,  ~easurcs designed  to  meet  the  training 
needs  of  workers  can  also help  curb  the  rise in  the  supply  of 
labour.  The  economic  situation in the  next  four  years will be 
fnvour~ble  to  such  measures,  under  certains conditions,  in  two 
~cpn!·ate fields:  development  of  training leave,  and  promotion 
of active  transition between  school  and  working life. 
rr1~:·c  is  a  clear connectioa between  the  recent  European 
Council'D  requ~st on  ~he  development  of  al~ernanc~  ~raiuing and 
tnks  subjec~.  Indeed,  the  prime  task is to  improve  the  training-
employment  relationship  and  the  preparation of  young  persons 
for  working life;  however,  it could  also help  reduce  the  time 
devoted  to  work  by  the  categories  of  young persons  in question, 
inasmuch as it would  mean  that  some  of  them  would  go  from  full-
time  work  to  a  suitable  combination  of training and  work.  The 
development  of theoretical  training would  need  to be  combined  with 
practical training based  on  work  experience,  thus  meeting  the 
needs  of both  young  persons  and  industry. 
The  form  and  nature  of  the  action  to be  taken at Community 
level  must  be  considered  in detail,  in the  light  of  recent 
national  experiences. 
In  the  Commission's  op~n~on, at Community  level an  initiative 
on  Alternance  training could be  based  on ·the  following principles: 
establishment  of training programmes  meeting the  needs  of 
young  persons  for  skills and  firms'  need  of greater adaptability 
to  the  production process; 
- establishment  of  concerted action procedures in respect  of 
programmes,  access  to training,  establishment  of  incentives to 
encourage  forms  of alternance,  both f?r  the  young  and  for 
employers; 
- recor,nition  of alternance  as  a  viable alternative to full 
time  training. 
As  far  as  concerns  the  larger question of extending  training 
leave  for  adults,  foreseeable  labour  market  developments  (including 
increased  female  participation)  will, over  the  next  few  years,  bring 
into play  a  redistribution of  work  between  those  already  in employment, 
and  those  seeking  employment;  this  will  have  consequences  ~r the 
development  of non-professional  activities.  Alongside  the  flexible 
retirement  and  increased  leisure arrangements  resulting  from  the  reduction 
in  working  time,  the  extension of  education and  training opportunities 
for  adults  is a  major  element  in an  overall  strategy to  increase  the 
range  of  alternatives  to  paid employment 
Permanent  education  and  ad~lt training  can  save  both  economic 
and  social  ends,  responding  as  much  to  the  future qualification  needs 
of the  economy  as  to  individual  aspirations and  the collective needs 
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Thus  the  Community  should  take  into account,  in planning  its 
long-term  strategy,  the  development  of  adult  training  Leave,  with 
particular emphasis  on  the  following  points  : 
- the  principle of more  flexibly based alternance between  work  and 
permanent  education  should  be  re~ognised for adults; 
- a  special  effort  is  required  for  adults  who  have  left  school  without 
acquiring  a  full  range  of basic  skills and  who  as  a  result  have  only 
Limited  scope  to participate effectively in permanent  education 
programmes. 
Extension  of voluntary,  part-time  work 
In  the  usual  sense,  part-time  work  is a  regular  and· 
voluntary activity  (in relation  to part-time  unemployment) 
p~id according  to  a  lower  number  of hours  over  a  shorter 
wo~king day  than  normal.  Some  Member  States have  set  a  ceiling 
to  the  number  of hours  worked,  which  varies according  to  the  requirements  rn 
soci~l legislation.  Part-time  work  must  not  be  confused with  other 
types  of  reduced  working  hours  such as  temporary  work,  flexible 
hours  ond,  in particular,  partial unemployment  due  to  economic 
difficulties. 
The  Economic  and Social Committee  produced  a  detailed Opinion  on 
this  ~roblcm (1).  The  Commission  agrees  with  certain important 
elr.m0nts  of  the  Opinion. 
This  form  of  ~ork organization is a  reality and  an  important 
foetor  in  the  labou~ market;  the  workers  concerned  must  no  longer 
be  recarded  as belonging  to  a  subordinate  and  marginal  ~ategory; 
they  must  be  granted proportionately the  same  rights  i:J.S  full-time 
workers. 
Pnrt-time  employment  constitutes approximately  10%  of  the 
totnl  working  population.  The  female  part-time  work  force  repres~nts 
255~  (between  40~~  in  Denmark  and  the  United  Kingdom  and  107~ in Ireland}. 
Account  should also  be  taken  of  the  fact  that  the  demand  for part-
time  labour  greatly  exceed  supply. 
Nevertheless,  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  fact  that 
a1 thouz::;h  this  form  of  worksharing provides  greater  fl'exibili ty 
for  firms  and  for  certain categories of worker  in the  organisation 
of  work,  it can  also  give  rise  to  discriminatiori,  for  example 
against  women,  in  terms  of wages  and  qualifications,  and  can 
contribute  to  a  speeding-up  of production rates which  are already 
very  high.  The  relative backwardness  of social protection for 
part-time  workers  in relation to  that  for  full-time  workers  must 
be  remedied.  In addition,  part-time workers  run  the  risk of 
beins relegated  to  inferior  jobs  or losing all chances  of  a 
C1ireero 
(1)  ESC  Opinion  of 1st June  1978. At  the  same  time,  a  Community  approach  to  the  extension of 
voluntary  part-time  work  should  be  developed.  In the  opinion 
of  the  Commission,  this  should  be  based  on  the  following principles: 
- part-time  work  should  be  voluntary;  great  care  should be  taken 
to  ovoid  restricting or  changing  women's  activit:es into part-
time  activities; 
- part-time  workers  should  have  proportionally the  same  social rights 
and  obligations as  full-time  workers; 
- part-time  v1ork  must  fulfill  the  requirements  of several labour 
market  groups  and  must  not  be  limited to  jobs with less favourable 
wages  or  inferior social  positions~ 
- incentives  should  be  applicable  to all the  forms  of  non-discrimi-
natory part-time  work,  without  being limited to half-time  work 
alone.  Other  forms  of  daily,  weekly,  monthly  and  even  yearly 
work  should  be  developed  to  meet  the  needs  of certain  groups  of 
workers.  The  gradual  transition  from  working life to  full 
retirement  could  be  particularly advantageous  for  older workers; 
this  form  of part-time  work  should be  studied in  the  context  of 
new  flexible  retirement  schemes; 
- the  public  sector  could  provide  impetus in this field;  the 
desirability  of  developing part-time work  there  deserves  study. 
Tho  Problem  of  Temporary  Work 
Getting  control  of  certain specific details  of  employment 
contrRcts  (temporary work,  fixed  duration contract,  etc.) is in 
itself an  important  aspect  of policy  for  the  improvement  of  working 
conditions. It also has  close links with worksharing  measures.  The 
11s8  ~ade of  temporary  work  by  certain firms  often appears  to be  a 
wny  of  avoiding  the  requirements laid down  by  law  or by  collectiv~ 
barrnining governing  the  protection of  ~mployment.  In this respect 
~c&sures aimed  at  reducing working  hours  and redistributing work 
could  be  weakened if additional labour  requirement!:S  are  satisr'ied by  tempo-
rnry workers  rather  than  new  recruits.  This is why  action in respect 
of  temporary  work is nn  essential accompaniment  to  the  overall 
r; t r ::-, t e gy • 
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While  it  is  acknowledged  that  these  problems  are  not  confined  only 
to  temporary  work  but  include other  vulnerable  forms  of  employment  such 
as  fixed  duration  and  seasonal  contracts,  the  Commission  feels  that priority 
should  be  given  to  the  ·question of  social  protection  for  persons  recruited 
through  temporary  employment  agencies  and  the prevention  of  infringements 
that  result  from  inadequate  control  of  such  agenciese 
Temporary  employment  agencies  have  experienced  increasing  aetivity 
since  1960,  a  growth  that  was  not  impeded  by  the  deterioration  of  the  labou~ 
market.  According  to  the  only professional sources  available  in  this field, 
the  agencies  employed  300  000  persons.  Their  activity  is  highly  concentrated 
in  certain tertiary and  industrial  occupations  and  often  tends  to  skim  the  top 
of  the  labour  market.  There  is a  marked  trend  towards  the  internationalization 
of  such  agencies  through  the development  of  multinational  agencies  and  of their 
hiring-out  activities beyond  the  frontiers  of  their  countries of  establish-
ment. 
Faced  with  this development,  the  majority of  Member  States either  adopted 
Laws,  regulations  or  administrative provisions  restricting  or  prohibiting  the 
activities of  temporary  employment  agencies.  These  measures  in  fact  comprise 
two  types  of  action  :  the  control  of  firms'  activities and  the  social pro-
tection  of  temporary  employees. 
Community  action  to  support  these  ef!orts  would  be  justified.  In  the 
opinion  of  the  Commission  it  should  be  based-on  the  following  principles 
- it  does  not  seem  advisable  simply  to prohibit  the  activities of  these 
agencies  which  play  a  part  in  the  necessary  flexibility of  the  labour 
market; 
- on  the  other  hand,  the public  employment  agencies  or  services  should  be  placed 
on  the  sC:true  footin~  as  specialized private  agencies  in  regard  to  the  pla~ing 
of  te~porary workers; 
- the  activities of  temporary  employment  agencies  should  be  controlled; 
- control  s.ho.uld  take  the  form  of prior  authorization,  which  should proba-
bly  be  l1m1ted  to certain sectors, e.g., "services"; 
- Lastly~  the  activities of  these  agencies  should,  by  procedures to  be 
dete~m1ned, be  more  closely  linked  with public  employment  services  in 
part1cular  as  regards  the  social  security benefits to  be  granted  t~ workers 
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Sourco  :  Labour  force  sample survey ANNEX  II 
WORK-SHARING 
HEASURES  AND  TRENDS 
IN  THE  MEMBER  STATES  ---------------------
( work·-document  of the  Commission's Services) •.' 
PART  I 
MEASURES  TAKEN  IN MEMBER  STATES The  lnH  of  20  July 1978  fixed  the  standard wnrking  \veek  at  40  hours, 
8.  progressive reduct ion  i.n  Horking time having ;;..lrea.dy  been achieved 
following the national collective  agreement  of  6  April  1973.  The  1978 
legisl~tion also provided for reduction of the working  week  to less than 
40  hours,  by royal  decree,  in enterprises or branches of activity, 
characterised by unhealthy,  dangerous  or heavy work.  Collective agree-
ments  have  already reduced by standard  1o~orking week  to less than 
40  hours  in the  oil and  steel  industries and in much  of the  services 
sector and  10-15 %  of the workforce  in the private sector enjoy a  ·less 
than 40-hour  week. 
Overtime 
;private 
Virtually all employees  in the  sector are  subject to restrictions imposed 
under the  la'"  of 16 March  1971.  In general,  overtime  must  be either noti-
fied to,  or authorised by the  labour  inspectorate and  even in these  cases, 
there  may  be  an absolute  limit to the  amour1t  of overtime which  may  be 
L~.uthorised,  for  example,  2  hours  per  day,  10 hours per week,  130 hours  per 
year in the  case  of  overtime to cope  with extraordinary increases  in work-
loads.  In other cases,  for  example,  work  with perishable materials,  compen-
satory rests are  imposed.  Further limitations may  be  imposed under collective 
agreements  or by royal  decree  in the  case  of certain arduous  work.  The  royal 
decree  of 6 January 1977,  making binding a  collective agreement  concluded 
in the National  Labour Council  on  29  November  1976,  required certain overtime, 
to be  notified to the Ministry of Employment  and Labour,  with the reasons 
for the  overtime  and the arrangements prcposed. 
Annual  holidays 
Certain changes  in the national  agreement  conclu0ed in the National  Labour 
Council  (10 April  1575  as  subsequently modified),  establishing the  regime 
governing annual  holidays,  favour the  extension of  annual  holidays,  for 
example,  by the extension of double  pay to part  of the fourth week  of annual 
holidays.  Many  sectoral  agreements  have  provided for  additional  day's leave 
related to seniority and  several  have  provided for reduced standard weekly 
·  \vorking hours  in the  form  of extra annual  leave.  In the  public  service,  the 
collective agreement  of 1977  introduced additional  annual  leave  of 1-5 days 
for civil servants of over  60  years  of age. 2  -
A~e of retirement 
The  age  of retirement  is normally 65  for men,  60  for· women.  The  hw of 
30  March  1976  on  economic  recovery authorised the payment  of an  indemnity 
(including an  element  equivalent  to unemployment  benefit 1  and financed from 
the  unemployment  fund),  and  a  supplernen·t  (equal to half the difference 
between net  remuneration  and unemployment  benefit,  and financed from  social 
security funds)  to  m~n retiring from  60  and  women  reti~ng from  55  years  of 
age,  on  condition of their replacement  by young unemployed persons  of under 
30.  ·By  the  end  of January 1979,  it was  estimated that  22,657  young persons 
had  found  employment  under these  arrangements. 
The  lav-r  of  22  December  1977  on  the  1977-78  budget  established a  system  of 
early retirement pensions  for elderly unemployed persons. Full pension entitle-
ment  is granted after 1  year of unemployment  for men  over  60  and women  over 
55·  By  the  end  of January 1979,  13,756 persons had applied for benefit 
under the  scheme.  These  arrangements  extend to temporary or established 
·civil servants by virtue of a  recent royal  decree. 
Short-time  work 
The  law  on  employment  contracts allows for the possibility of putting manual 
workers  on  temporary work.  This provision has  been used to introduce work-
.  . 
sharing in certain enterprises,  as an alternative to redundancies,  but trade 
unions are  opposed to further generalisation of the practice. 
The  royal  decree  of  31  August  1978  introduced a  temporary. provision allmdng 
half-days  on  tvhich  an employee  did not  work  to be  combined  and to count  as . 
full  days for the purposes  of unemployment  benefit.  The  provision applies 
only to workers  affected by the restructuring or closure of undertakings  and 
who  accept  part-time work  to  avoid unemployment. 
Temporn.ry  HOrk 
The  lm·!  of  28  June  1976  established a  provisional  frarne,-.~ork  of rules gover-
ning the  status of temporary workers,  set up  an appropriate  body for the 
negotiation of collective agreements  on  working conditions and reinforced 
the  role  of the Ministry of Employment  and  Labour  in controlling the acti-
vities of private  agenc~s. These  arrangements  a.re  accompanied  by limitations 
on  retired persons  takin~ up  >-Jork,  which  ha.ve  been extended  to persons retiring' 
from  the public  service  (from 1976)  and  fu~ther redu~ed (from 1977)· - 3-
Interruption of  C;JTeers 
Certain enterprises in the  services sector allovt the  possibility of 
interruption of careers by young mothers for up  to  two  years. 
A royal  decree  of  26  I~y 1975  established this right  for civil servants. 
DEN?1ARK 
Horking hours  are usually determined in collective agreements  and the 
principles both of a  40 hour  .-reek  and  a  4-week annual  holiday are well-
established.  Legislation,  such  as the  law  of  l  .July 1977  on  the working 
enviro~~ent, has  only a  limited bearing on  the  arrangements for working 
time,  the  main legal  constraint  on  adult workers being the  gu.~anteed rest 
period of 11  hours within any period of  24  hours. 
In November  1977  the Ministry of Labour  appointed a  committee  consisting 
of representatives of the public  sector,  the trade unions  (including civil 
servants  and graduates  organizations)  and the  employers  (including the 
agricultural  sector and the municipalities)  with directions to propose 
a  scheme  "aimed at  sharing the  existing volume  of work  more  effectively 
so as to  give  more  people  jobs  and thus  improve  the  age  structure of the 
labour force". 
Age  of retirement 
Given  the  likely vlork-sharing implications of early retirement  in a  country 
where  the  normal  pensionable  age  (70)  is the highest  in the  Community, 
it is natural  that the Committee's terms  of reference  should have  given 
a  first priority to consideration of early retirement. 
In Autumn  1978,  on the basis of this Committee's report,  Parliament 
passed the Early Retirement  Law  ·which  came  into force  on  l  January 1979. 
As  from  1  January 1979  anyone  who 
(a)  is 60  years  old  > 
(b)  has  contributed to an unemployment  fund  recognized 
by the  State for five years during the past ten years, 
and 
(c)  has received unemployment  benefit, 
may  stop working and retire early. - 4-
For  the first  two  and  a  half years the early retirement  pension is · 
equivalent  to the full  unemplo~aent .benefit,  the following two  years 
80% and  subsequently 60  %up to the  normal  pension age.  As  in the 
case  of unemployment  benefits,  the  scheme  is financed.by the employer's 
and  employee's  contributions. 
In January 1979  around 79,000 persons  in the  60-66  age  group  satiesfied 
the  conditions for early retirement  and it v1as  expected that  around 
15,000- 17,000 would  take  advantage  of the new  scheme  during the 
first year.  However,  one  month  after the  lalv  came  into force  30, 000 
people had already applied for early retire~ent. 
FEDERAL  GERMAN  REPUBLIC 
The  t·:orking  week 
There  has been continuing progress in reducing working time  through · 
sectoral collective agreements  and,  while the  law  (of 1938)  still provides 
for  a  standard working day of 8  hours  and a  working week  of  6  days. 
92  % of employees  enjoy a  standard working week  of 40 hours  or less.· 
Overtime 
While  overtime  is limited by law to not  more  than 2  hours  a  day,  within 
a  10-hour day,  over  a  maximum  of  30  days a.year,  there is in fact  consi-
derable  scope for  overtime,  given the difference between the  statutory 
working tveek  of 48. hours  and the  standard working week  of 40 hours 
established by collective agreements.  Overtime  (not  necessarily paid),  for 
employees  of the Federal Government  is limited to 5 hours per month  and 
compensatory rests given in certain cases. 
Annual  holidays 
Annual  holidays average  30.7  days  reckoning 6  days to the 1·reek  and  only 
10 %  of workers have  now  less than 4  weeks'  paid annual  holiday. Recent 
collective agreements  in the steel  and metallurgical  industries may  be - 5  -
sienificant as  models  for  the future,  Hith  a  combination  of limited 
pay  increase  and  additional holidays  (effectively 6  weeks  for all 
employees  in steel production by  1982  and  in metallurgy by 1983) 
conceded in response  to the  original  demand  for  a  35-hour  week. 
These  agreements  also provide for additional paid free  shifts 
(  ~  in 1979  a.""ld  a  further  2  in 1980)  for all  continuous  shift-Harkers 
(60%  of  the  labour forc3  in these  industries),  with  special provi-
sions  for  older \vorkers.  Such  agreements,  ;.;hile  pri'nlarily intended to 
acr.ieve  a  continuing improvement  in working conditions,  consistent 
with the  requirements  of productivity,  will,  it is hoped,  have  some 
Hark-sharing effect,  at least in the  sense  of avoiding redundancies. 
Age  of retirement 
Legislation has  been passed reducing the  age  of retirement for 
severely handicapped Harkers  from  62  to  61  as from  1  January 1979 
and  from  61  to  60  from  1  January 1980.  Special  regulations have  been 
applied to  mining since the beginning of 1979· 
Intcrrn-otion of C8.reers 
Civil  servants  and  judges,  male  or female,  can have  their working 
time  reduced to 50  ~,  over  a  maximum  period of 12 years,  providing the 
medical  service can certify a  need for absence  on  grounds  of family 
responsibilities. 
FRANCE 
The  Harking ucek 
~fuile the  standard \"iOrking  \·reek  is normally of  40  hours under the 
various collective  agreements,  the  maximum-legal  working week is still 
18  hours  (averaged  over  a  4-week period) 
Under  recent  legislation,  the  absolute  maximum  hours 1-;hich  can be 
legally '.-forked,  before  averaging over  a  period,  have  been reduced from 
52  to  50.  Hours  of "equivalence"  (for the  purpose  of assimilating hours 
of  actual physical  presence  in certain jobs to hours  of  work)  have  been 
reduced by  one  hour under  a  decree  of 12  December  1978. Overtime 
Despite  certain legal restrictions- mandatory consultation with workers'· 
representatives,  minima  hourly premiums,  mandatory requirement  of 
authorisation by the  labour inspectorate in many  cases.- the working 
of overtime was  widespread,  with  an estimated average working >'leek  of 
41.5 hours for manual  workers  (January 1978)  and 40% estimated to be 
working an  average  of more  than 42  hours  a  week.  The  law  of 16 July 1976 
imposed  a  further disincentive by providing an entitlement to paid 
compensatory rests for workers  working more  than a  44-hour week  in all 
firms  employing more  than 10 wage  earners.  The  enti  tlment,  which  is 
equivalent to  20  % of  overtime worked was  extended to workers "1orking 
more  than a  43-hour week  from 1  July 1977,  to workers working more  than 
a  42-hour week  from  1  July 1978.  Penal  ties for breach of c.ompensatory 
rest provisions have  recently been doubled. 
Shiftt'Vork 
A decree  of  3 June  1977  imposed  an interruption of at least  24  hours· 
in enterprises or parts of enterprises within most  industrial  sectors, 
starting operations after 1 July 1977  and using continuous shift 
systems.  Exemptions  can be  granted by the  departmental. director of 
labour for various reasons,  incl  ud.ing  those  of  tec~ical necessity_. 
Working  two  successive shifts is generally prohibited under the  1977 
decree. 
Early retirement 
There  is no  legal  compulsory age  of retirement,  though  65  is normal  . 
for men.  The  normal  exp·ectation,  subject .to sufficient insurance contri-
butions is to have  a  pension eqUal  to 50 % of the average  earnings  over.  ·: · 
-one's ten best years,  plus a  supplem~nt of 20% of salary. 
Retirement  has,  however,  normally been possible after 60  on  grounds 
of unfitness for work.  The·concept  of unfitness for work  has been 
redefined in legislation of 1971  to cover those whose  capacity for 
.  work  has been reduced by 50 % and  94,800 persons retired early in . 
consequence  over the period 1972-1976.  A law of  21  November  1973  made 
similar provision for veterans and  former prisoners of war  of t-rhom 
187,000 benefited from  the new  arrangements during 1974-1977• 
i  ' 
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Subsequent  developments have  extended the principle of early retire-
ment  with full pension to 
- (a)  uorkers  over  60 with  10 years'  membership  of an insurance  scheme, 
who  would  otherwise be·redundant  (national  inter-trade agreement 
p 
of  27  March  1972) 
- (b)  \vorkers  over  56  (over 54  if con~dnuous shiftvwrkers),  in the 
·steel  industry,  Hho  vmuld  be  made  redundant,  as  a  result  of 
restructuring  (agreement  ~-ri th "Force  Ouvriere"  of June  1977) 
- (c)  certain insur8d workers  over  60 1  whose  work has  involved a 
·  ;stress 
high degree  of.  over previous 5-15 years  (e.g.  continuous  or 
semi-continuous  shi.ft>vork,  exposure to heat  and bad vwather) 
or mothers  of three children  (law of  30  December  1975) 
- (d)  vmmen  over  60  ( 63  and over during a  transitional period up 
to the  end of 1978),  having been insured  for  37  years  (including 
2  years  per child for mothers  of families)  (law  of  12 July 1977) 
- (e)  extension of agreement  of  27  Harch  1972  (see  (a))  to all v1orkcrs 
retiring over  60  (national  intertrade agreement  of 13.6.1977, 
valid untii  31.3.1979). 
The  number  of beneficiaries under these provisions as  of May  1978 
Has  78,000 under  the  1972  agreement,  62,600 under the 1977  agreement 
(22,900 follmving redundancy,  39,700 following retirement).  In gener<J-1 7 
arrangements  (a)  - (e)  for early retirement pension  (at 70% of salary: 
arc finonced  from  unemployment  insurance funds  (UNEDIC), · vli th the 
State contributing. 
Part-time vrork 
Certain  provi~ions of the  lall of  27.  December  1973  on  the  improvement 
of Harking condHions might  be  said to favou."t'  the  extension of part-
time  ·vlOrk,  now  su.bject  to cer·tain guarantees to  employees  (for example: 
equi  v~1.lent rights t9 seniority with full-time  employees)  a.nd  to 
employers  (refund of.additional social security costs n.ttributable to 
the hiring of part-time rather than full-time workers).  The  la1-J  of 
19  June  1970  opened up further  opportunities for part-time work  in 
·the  public  service.,  a.  3-yea.r period being possible  on part-time for - 8-
mothers  of young children,  persons in poor health and persons 
8.pproa.ching retirement.  An  enquiry of March  1977  shoi·red  a  total 
of 8.2% of the  labour force  in part-time work,'  the great majority 
(70 %)  in the private sector. 
Tcmnorarv  '\·7ork 
Follovling the granting of a  legal basis to temporary work  under 
the  laH  of 3 January 1972,  normally for periods not  exceeding 
three  months,  there  has  been  a  rapid grovrth  in the  numbers  of 
temporary •·10rl.:ers  (140,000 in 1976,  1.1  'f'o  of the  Horkforce  according 
to a  government  statistical enquiry in April  1977).  Under  the  1972 
lQ.·.·,  temporary Hork  must  be  an exclusive activity,  Harkers are 
0mployees  of an  ad hoc  body,  the"Enterprises  de  Travail  Temporaire~,  '' 
,.:ith its 2, 300  agencies,  rather than of the "client" enterprise  and 
are  normally recruited only to meet  certain specific requirements, 
such  as,  for  example,  replacement  for  absentees  and for persons 
I 
going on  annual  holiday and  occasional.increases in workloads.  i 
In January  1979,  a  new  law strengthened ?Ontrol  by the  labour inspecto- : 
rate  and  1ntroduced a  premium  for precar1ousness of employment.  · 
Education  and training 
The  la\1  of 17  July 1978 
- (a)  provided a  right to up  to a  years'  training leave  for· employees, 
having  spent  at least tivO  years  in thej.r present  employment  and 
not having any recently acquired qualifications,  the  number  of 
tra.inees  simultaneously absent  in any enterprise being limited 
to  2  %; 
- (b)  defined the  conditions under which workers  may  be  entitled to 
educational,  as distinct from training leave  and extended the 
benefits to workers under  20,  a  decree  of  21  March  1978  subse-
quently fixing the  maximum  number  of  employees per enterprise 
having a  right to take  educational leave  during the year 
(for example,  one  for over.25  employees  up  to 500,  one  for 
every 50  between  500  and 1,000). InELlum 
In  Ir•)lG.ncl,  thcrP.  has been little if any positive action,  t-rhich  could 
\)c  ree-o.rd0d  as  cont:ri  buting to  ~r;ork-sharing objectives.  Tr:e 
i;O  hour  st:u1dard t'lorking 1-:eek  has  been largely achieved 1-:i th its extensior.-
t o  o.[,'Ti cult  ural  1mrker under a  recent  Hages  Council  Order. 
j\ver:1.c;e  ;.;orking time  for manual  ;.,rorkcrs  remains exceptionally hig.."'l 
(?.O)l  hours  in 1975  - EEC  Labour Force  Survey)alongside  an exceptionally 
high  unemployment  level  (of over 100,000 or  about  10 %).  Certain specific 
fco:turc:s  of the Iri8h  econom;y,  hm·;ever,  impose  constraints,  for  example, 
thr-~  high. dCJ)0nclonce  on  export  trade  ?..nd  the  need to maintain competi ti-
vcnc:ss ::ith the United Kingdom,  the  exceptionally high  dependency rate 
2J1d  lo;:  nctivity rLI.te  2nd the  co-existence  of high.  unemploymen-t  viith 
r:;icnificant  chortng;"ls  of  skilled 'riork.ers. 
Non•?!theless,  the Government,  in i-ts  recently published ''Prograrm;1e  for 
l'fation<:tl  Development  1978-1981",  has publicly commi t'ted itself to 
reducing the  numbers  of unemp1oycd  by  25p000 per  annum  over the next 
:lc,:.rr;  The  proerau'lffie  accepts that,  since  economic  gro·,;th,  even at the 
current  relatively high rates,  may not  be  sufficient to  sustr-~in the 
requ.irccl  J 0ve1  of  job creation,  v:ork-shG..Ting  measures  must  be  seriously 
considered as  a  second line  of  attack. 
ITALY 
The  .r,o-ho'..lr  uorl:in,z  >veek  is virtually u..-1.iversal 1  apo..rt  :from  such 
:nc.'.I'[;inal  categories as  domestic  staf:f and petrol  pump  attendants. 
;·Ior:·:ing hours  are  0~1  average  tho  lo'.:est  in the  Community,  ·.-;ith  an 
iJ.11l1Uo::.l  average  of 11535  hours per annu.tn  estimated for  1977.  Reduced 
hours h;<.ve  been negotiated in those  sectors requiring restructuring_ 
..2ncl  t~  29-hour  i·:cck  is at present  effective in the  metallurgical  and 
mcci·12-nical  engineering industries. 
Overt  i.:t!'~  -
Lcci::;l.::::tion  fro;n  1923  omrards  subjects  overtime  in excess  of  2  hours 
per  cby or  12 hours- per Heek to the  requirements  of  (a)  notification 
to  -''--'1  authorL:ation by the  labour  inspectorate  (b)  agreement  by Harkers' 
r·Jpr·::scnta·:·.ives  and  (c)  payment  by  employers  of an  a.-uount  equal  to 
15  ·;f,  of  rcrnunerc..tion for hours  of  overtime to the  fund  which finances 
unemp  1 o;yment  benefit • - 10 -
A Gtatistical  enquiry  (by I STAT),  hm.vever 7  indica.ted that about 
23.5 %  of the  Horkforce  t-rorked  overtime hours.  l·'la..."ly  collective 
agreements  have  recently provided an undertaking to restrict over-
timEJ  znd  to  ensure that the  derogations  allowed by J.avr  are kept  Hi thin · 
limits strictly necessary to deal  \·ti-th,  for exemple,  difficulties 
affecting the technical  side  of production.  For  example,  in the  engi-
neering industry,  overtime has been limited to  2  hours  a  day,  10 hours 
a  HOek  and  280  hours  a  year in craft undertakings  and to  2 hours  a  day  7 
8  hours  per Heek  and 170 hours  a  year in enterprises with state  parti~ 
cipation.  A lm.;  of  22  July 1977  provided for  a  new  system regulating 
overtime  in  the public service,  overtime  only to be  called for  excep-
tionally in the interest of the public service,  and not to exceed 
140 hours per annum. 
Annual  holidays 
The  four-1-.reek  annual  holiday is very general  and in many  cases,  addi-
tional days  have  recently been granted to compensate for public holi-
days  ~ost following a  recent rationalisation. Recent  agreements  provide 
for up  to  26  1-1orking  days  off,  depending on  seniority, for workers  in 




Collective agreements frequently provide for reduced \·;orking hours or 
for compensatory rests.  The  current  agreement for the·paper industryf 
for example  provides for 7  days rest,  increasing to 8  days  in 1979 
and 9 in 1980,  in additional to normal  compensatory rests. 
Tcmporetry  l·rorl: 
The  laH  of  3 February 1978  extend.ed the possibilities of introducing 
short-term employment  contracts in commerce  and tourism. 
Eclncation.OJ.l  leave 
In the  special  circumstances  of Italy,  the  emphasis  is on the  completion 
of basic education.  Virtually all agreements  now  provide for entitlement 
to  150 hoursevery  3  years  and there  is a  general  objec·ti  ve  of achieving 
an entitlement  of  250  hours for  speciaJ.  courses leading to middle  school 
leaving certificate. -11-
LUXEi-lBOURG 
The  1·:orking Heek 
The  law of  24  December  1977  on  economic  growth  and full  employment 
imposed  a  40-hour  standard working week for  manual  workers,  in substi-
tution for the  gradual  reduction to 40  hours  by 1980 provided in existing 
legislation. 
Overtime 
This  l~w also  suspended the  exemptions  to the  requirement  of authoriza-
tion of  overtime  allmved under existing legislation in respect  of 
extraordinary increases  in workloads  arising out  of particular circums-
tances.  In these  cases; the authorization of the Minister  of  Labour is 
nm-:  required,  -vri th the  owns  of proof  on  the  applicant enterprise to  show 
that  requirements  cannot  be  met  by the taking on  of  new  recruits. 
~ 
Annuet1  holidavs 
Annual  holidays ,.Jere  fixed at  a  minimum  of  24  working days  in 1978, 
25  v10rking  days  in 1979,  with  5  \vorking days  reckoned to the  week,  for 
al1  Sc.:Llericd  \vorkers,  under  a  law  of  26  July 1975,  as applied by regu-
lation. 
A,n;e  of retirement 
The  l;:n·:  of  24  December  1977  on  economic  grm-tth  and full  employment  also 
provided a  general  framework  for  compulsory early retirement  schemes. 
Such  schemes,  \vhich  require  a  specific regulation,  are to be  introduced 
only Hhere  part  of the  labour force  is redundant  because  of  structural 
difficul  tics or rationalisation.  The  period of years over \vhich  the 
scheme  can  apply is related to thresholds  of unemployment  reached  in 
the  enterprises affected and to future  employment  prospects. 
So  far,  a  scheme  has  been  introduced only for  the  steel  industry,  under 
a  Grand  Du.ca.l  rcculation of  27  December  1977,  for  those fulfilling the 
conditions  for pension  (in terms  of  insurance  contributions)  over  the 
yc::1.rs  1978,  1979  and  1980.  Indemnities under  the  scheme,  financed  from 
unemployment  fund.s,  are assessed at  85  %  of gross  earnings  (calculated 
over  the  last three  months)  for  the first  12  months,  at 80 %  for  the 
next  12  months  and  75  ~;1,  for  a  third period of 12  months.  By the  end  of - 12  -
i978,  1,100  ste~hmrkers had  taken  advantage  of these provisions. 
The  1977  legisln.tion also restricts the  access >of  retired v1orkers 
to the  labour market,  other than those  whose  monthly  income  is less 
than the  minimlli~ unskilled wage.  The  Minister of Labour may  authorize 
exceptions. 
NETHERLANDS 
. The  Horking  v:eek 
In general,  the  40-hour week  has been adopted in almost  all collective 
agreements.  Some  sectors,  such  as  banking and  food-processing,  have 
·introduced a  38-hour week  and in many  agreements,  there is provision 
for  reduced hours for workers  over 60,  for example,  in the  glass  and 
chemical  industries,  vthere  earnings are  maintained at 85  fa. 
Overtime 
Overtime  is restricted under the  Labour  Law  of 1919  and beyond fairly 
narrm..,r  limits  (for example  an 8lt  hour day for factory and  shop  workers) 
requires authorisation or notification.  Overtime working is also circums-
cribed by the provisions of collective agreements,  by the requirement, 
normally binding under the  1919  la,v,  of consul  tat  ion with the Works 
Council,  and  by specific restrictions  on  the  working time  of women,  young 
per~ons or elderly workers. 
Shift  work 
The  government  has  supported experiments  on the  introduction of a  fifth 
shift and  the  reduction of working hours,  with financial  assistance from 
a  fund for the  improvement  of working .conditions  .• 
Annual  lP.ave 
The  basic  leave  entitlement is  21  days,  with  23  days  in  some  sectors. 
There  are many  schemes  in operation for extra time  off for workers  aged 
60-64. - 13  -
A~ of  retirement 
Collective agreements  normally provide for retirement at  65.  In 1977, 
temporary  schemes  for voluntary early retirement  of workers  over  63 
were  introduced in education,  in the building industry and in the 
metallurgical  and  engineering industries.  Pensioners receive  75...80  % 
of their previous  wages.  In the  case  of the building industry,  just over 
half of those eligible took advantage  of the  new  arrangements  and 46  % 
of the  workposts  vacated  (out  of  67  %  advertised)  were  in the  event filled 
by new  recruits. 
NETHERLANDS 
The  1979  collective agreement  for the printing industry provides for 
early retirement  at  63  or  64  vlith  wage  maintenance.  The  additional cost 
will  be  reimbursed from  an  industry-wide  fund financed by employers  and 
employees. 
UNITED  KING DOJ'~ 
Initiatives in the field of worksharing have  been very limited,  although, 
in theory,  there is considerable  scope for them,  given,  for  example,  the 
fact  that working hours  are  among  the longest  in the  Community  (average 
working week  for a  manual  worker in 1974  - 46.5  hours)  and annual  holidays 
in many  cases,  falling short  of the  4-week standard accepted in most  EEC 
countries. 
There  are,  however,  serious difficulties in the way  of government  inter-
vention.  Working time  legislation is minimal,  except  in the cae  of women, 
children and the minority of workers  covered by wages  counci~  orders. 
There  is simply no  basis,  for example,  for a  statutory standard working 
week  from "rhich,  for  exalilple,  legislation on  overtime,  could proceed. 
Working time  is rather a  matter for  agreement  between employers  and  employees 
or their representatives.  The  other inhibiting factor is the requirement 
of  successive  government  pay policies since  1975  that  improvements in terms 
and conditions  of work,  including reduced weekly hours  or i.ncreased holiday 
entitlement,  should be  offset against  increases allowable under the various 
pay rounds. 
Overtime 
The  government  has,  however, , issued a  guide for  good  conduct to the  Trade 
Union Congress  overtime. 
Early retire:::ent 
The  government's  job release  scheme,  extended to the  whole  of Great Britain 
from  1  April  1978,  offers an  allowance to those who  are w·orking at least 
30 hours  a  week  and are  64  years  of age9  if men,  59,  if women, - 14  -
prov:i.clcd  they leave  their  jobs  and undertake  not to claim unemployment 
or  other social  security benefits,  other than supplementary benefit. 
Employers  must  in consequence  undertake to recruit  someone  from  the 
unemployment  register,  though not necessarily for the  same  job. 
By  August  1978,  over  12,000 persons had taken advantage  of the  scheme. 
In the  coal  industry,  the national  Coal  Board's early retire;nent  scheme 
:,. 
has  been  extended to miners  aged  61  and  over  and \'fill  be  extended to 
thosV;  over  60  in 1979.  By the  end of 1978,  15,000 had benefited from 
the  inception of the  scheme  in 1977· 
Temnoro.r.Y  ~-.rork 
The  to:nporary  employment  subsidy,  introduced in August  1975,  normally 
offered only for periods  of up  to three  months,  up  to a  maximum  of 
12  r.1onths,  \·:ns  made  .:1vailable to firms  applying up  to  31  Iviarch  1979, 
prep<.J.red,  in consul  tat  ion \·ii th regional  trade unions,  to defer  impending 
red-.m<lnncies  affecting 10  or more  \-lorkers  in an establislunent.  A subsidy 
of  S:  20  is provided for each full-time  \-lOrker,  with half-rate for those 
I·!Orking  21-35  hours  per \'leek.  At  the  end of July 1977,  159,439  workers 
had  benefited from  these  arrangements. - 15  -
PAitT  II 
PROPOSALS  Al~ PERSPECTIVES - 16  -
A.  TH:S  \·IORKIHG  HSEK 
In  Bclgi  urn,  one  of  the  main  trade union confederations  (FGTB)  is 
strongly committed. to the reduction of the  standard working week  to 
36  hours  over  a  3-year period,  with full wage  maintenance,  as  a  means 
of creating additional  employment.  Other trade union confederations 
are  broadly in support.  The  employers'  organisation,  however,  is 
> 
firmly  opposed  in principle,  on  the  ground that  such  a  proposal  is 
likely to result  in increased unit  costs  of production and,  hence, 
additional  unemployment.  The  argument  remains  unresolved and has 
so  far prevented the  conclusion of an  inter-trade agreement  on  a 
social  policy programme.  Nonetheless,  progress continues to be  made 
towards  a  reduced  working week  in sectoral collective agreements, 
the  government  agreement  of 7  June  1977  containing a  commitment  to 
exnmine  the possibility of  a  step by step reduction in the light of 
specific conditions in the different  sectors of activity. From 
1  October 1979,  there will be  a  38-hour week  for certain personnel 
in the public  sector. 
In Denmark,  while  local  arrangements have  been made  to reduce  the 
Harking week  as part  of worksharing  schemes  introduced temporarily 
in response  to acute  production crises,  shorter weekly working hours 
are  opposed  by the  employers'  federation and not  regarded as  a  priori  "'i  .• \· 
issue  by the national  trade union organisation  (LO).  Given  the tradi-
tional  adjustment  of public  service conditions to those  in the private 
sector,  the Government  is not  in a  position to pursue  a  separate  policy~ 
In the Federal  Germ8n  Republic,  there is current discussion of a  revision 
of the present  legislation on  working time,  dating from  1938  and providing 
a  48-hour  standard working week,  to bring it into line with actual 
conditions.  vlhile  trade unions  are  in favour,  since  a  40-hour  lega.l 
\.Jorking  week  v10uld,  among  other things,  provide  a  basis !or overtime 
limitation,  employers  are  opposed. 
Fall  01-1ing  the  rejection of the  demo:md  for a  35-hour  week  in the German 
steel  industry,  it remains  to be  seen whether it can be  met  in other 
industries,  such  a.s  paper and printing,  textiles and  food  processing, 
\·there  consideration had been deferred,  pending the  settlement  of the 
recent  dispute  in the  steel  industry.  In general,  the national  trade 
union organisation does  not  attempt to  impose  a  general  guideline for - 17  -
all circumstances.  Employers  are  opposed to general  working  time 
reduction,  but  prepared to  offer  improvements  for  specific groups, 
as  and  when  economic  circumstances permit. 
In France,  the  government  has  invited the  employers  and 
trade unions to  open negotiations  on  (a)  the  arrangement  of working 
time,  with  a  particular emphasis  on.the working time  of those  engaged 
in heavy  or stressful  work  and  (b)  the progressive reduction of 
"cqui  valences" to legal  maximum  weekly vrorking hours  in collective 
~greemcnts.  Should the negotiations fail,  the  government  has  indica-
ted thut it could take appropriate  measures  of  a  legislative or 
rcgul2tory character. 
Of  the  m::~.in  trade union confederation,  the  CGT  (Confedera-
tion  a~~n8rale du Travail)  is committed to the  demand  for  a  40 hour 
1·:eck  (in actual  practice)  for  all sectors,  with  a  progressive reduction 
to  3')  hours  and  a  35  hour week  immediately for  those  engaged  in heavy 
or repetitive  \-JOrk.The  CFDT  (Confederation Fran9aise  Democratique  de 
Trov:,,il)  advocates  a  35-hour  week,  but  with  obligatory recruitment  to 
ensure  that there is a  proportionate work-sharing effect.  The  Fore<"! 
.::. 
Ouvriere  advocates  gradual  reduction on a  sectoral basis,  but  \.;i thout 
designating any general  norms. 
In Irel8nd,  the  government  will  be  reviewing the  present 
l r.:gal  ;-;orking  vJeek  of 48  hours  in connection Hi th  the  revie'" of the 
stotutory limitation on  overtime.  While  the trade union confederation 
supports the  Europee~ Trade  Union Confederation's  demand  for  a  shorter 
v:eek,  there  is no  strong demand  for  increased leisure  and  certainly net 
as  an  altcrn:1.tive  to  wage  increases.  The  Government's  and the  employers' 
oq:;.:'l.nis<J.tion,  v1hile  open to proposals,  would  expect  to  see  an,y  further 
reductions  of working time  negotiated in the context  of '"age  developments 
generally and  would  insist  on an unqualified understanding that  any 
chc,ng.; s  should not  give rise to loss  of competitiveness. 
In Italv,  the  trade unions  are  committed  to a  progressive 
reduction of the normal  working week  to thirty-five hours by the  mid-
eighties,  following the trend to reduction below  40 hours  already esta-
blished in,for example,-the  metallurgical  and construction industries. - 18  -
These  demc:.nds  t-~hich are central to most  sectoral negotiations  ar0  l~.rgely' 
motivated  by  a  desire to reduce  unemployment,  though it is accepted 
that  the  employment  effects are likely to be  different  in the north, 
where  it is essential  to retain  jobs  i_n  the  face  of restructuring and 
in the  south,  >vhere  there  is a  permanent labour  surplus  and where  the 
government,  under  the  current  economic  development  plan,  is committed 
(1979-1981)  to avoiding increases  in unemployment  and  migration. 
The  demand  for reduction in weekly working hours  is met  with reserva-
tions from  employers'  organisations  on  cost  grounds,  particularly v:hen 
the  demand  is combined  vti th  a  demand  for  increased wages,  lvhich  are 
normally  indexed against  inflation.  There  is,  ho,..rever,  a  continuing 
db.logue  on  ways  and.  means  of creating nm..r  job opportunities through 
reducing v1orking hours  without  increasing unit costs  of production. 
~----·-""'i 
In the  Netherlands,  trade unions  have  demanded  a  35-hour week  only in  ' 
the  metallurgical  industry.  While  the trade union federation· (FGN)  has 
for the first time  been prepared. to accept  limitation of  increases in 
income  in return for  better work  distribution,  it is not  so far  committed 
to  any specific strategy. 
In the United Kingdom,  standard working hours  are  determined largely 
by collective agreement.  While  the  trade unions  are publicly committed. 
in favour  of shorter working hours  as  an improvement  in vrorking condi-
tions,  it is not  generally believed that reduction in the  vrorking week 
•-:ould  contribute  significantly to employment.  vlhile ·there are  examples 
of agreements  for  a  reduced working week,  for  example  38  hours for 
Post  Office  engineers,  the question of working time  is very much  sub-
ordinate  to that  of wage  levels in negotiations and not  normally pressed 
as  a  strong bargaining point~ 
In Belgittm  and  in France,employers'  organisations have  responded to 
trade union  demands  for  a  reduced  working week  with the  suggestion of 
more  flexible  forms  of reduced \·lOrking  time within an .agreed annual 
time  budget.  In  ~elgium,  the  employers'  had  suggested a  5%  reduction 
in  a.nnual  Horking time  over  a  3-year period. 
In .fra!J££,  the  actual proposal  put  forward,  which  \-ras  based  on  a.  stan-
dard working year of  1920 hours,  vras  rejected by trade unions  as having 
the  effect  of  increasing worktime.  Two  of the major  trade union confe-· 
derations  (CGC  and  CFDT)  are,  however,  disposed to negotiate  on the 
basis  of  a  '\-lor ..  ing year of 1800 hours. - 19  -
C.  OVERTUrE 
In Bclrdum,  i-lhere  overtime  restrictions have  been tightened under 
1976  legislation,  the Government  is committed to further review in 
the light  of examination of the results of this recent legislation by 
the  social  partners. 
In  D0nm~rk,  the  standing committee  appointed by the Minister of  Labour 
to  consider work-sharing measures published a  report  (January 1979) 
proposing legislative restrictions .on  overtime  working and the  intro-
d~ction of  compensatory rests wherever possible.  Such  legislation 
>·:ould  ho.ve  an  immediate  effect  on  sectors not  covered by collective 
C!.creernents,  and would  also set a  minimum  standard for  collective 
~greement  s. 
The  proposal  is based  on  the  following main principles  : 
(o.)  no  employee  may  work  more  than 100 hours  overtime  a  year; 
(b)  compensatory time-off must  be  given for all overtime  worked; 
(c)  such  compensatory time-off must  be  given no  later than two  months 
after the  overtime  \vas  worked; 
(d)  an  overtime  board consisting of the parties to the  collective 
bargaining negotiations is to be  appointed  and  are  of its tasks 
. will  be  to consider applications for  exemptiops. 
No  compensation is anticipated for loss  of extra pay,  in the  event  of 
restrictions on  overtime.  The  bill is supported by the  national 
trade  uni·on  confederation  (LO)  but rejected by the  employers  on the 
erounds that legislation is inappropriate  as this matter is subject 
to collective agreement.  They also argue  (i) that it is difficult to 
recruit replacements,  (ii)  that hundreds  of  small  firsm would  suffer 
and  (iii) that  thE'  total  impact  in terms  of promoting employment  \.Jould 
c:..n-y':ray  be  minima1,overtime  in the private  sector being equivalent  to 
only 3%  of all hours  worked  (1976-1977). - 20-
The  proposal  has  not  yet been tabled for first reading in Parliament, 
nor has  the position of the Government  (a coalition of the  Social 
Democrat  Party,  normally inclined to favour trade union views  and 
the  Vr:nstre  (Liberal)  Party,  normally inclined to favour  employers' 
vieHs ) been made  clear. 
In the F<?deral  Germ;m  Republic,  the question of overtime  l:i.:mi tat  ion 
is not  one  of priority for the trade unions.  Empl_oyers  are  opposed to 
a  general  limitation,  in viev1  of shortages  of skilled workers.  The_ 
Government  prefers to  leave the responsibilityfor decidingbetween 
compensatory rests and  monetary premiums  to·the two  sides of industry. 
~1ere is some  limited movement  in the direction of compensatory rests 
in industry,  for example  in food processing. 
In France,  the Government  is considering a  levy on  overtime,  vlhich is 
relatively extensively practised,  the detailed-arrangements to be 
open  to discussion with  employers-and trade unions.  The  product  of 
the  levy would  be  allocated to unemployment  insurance. 
In Ireland,  high  rates of unemployment  (currently about  10 %) 
co-exist  "VIi th the  longest working hours  in the Community  (Labour 
Force  Survey for 1975  - average  of  2051  hours per annum  per manual 
worker). 
The  Government  is publicly committed to a  reduction in the  statutory 
limits on  overtime,  which  date  from  1936  and intends to legislate in 
1979  following  (a)  consultations vnth trade unions  and employers  and 
(b)  the  completion of studies  on  (i)  labour costs and the  structure 
and distribution of earning and  (ii) the reasons for working  overtime. 
The  conversion of social  insurance to a  pay-related basis from  April 
1979  should also help to encourage  employers to contemplate the repla-
cement  of overtime  by the recrui  t:nent  of extra t-Torkers.  There  is no 
suggestion of replacing overtime payments with  comp~nsatory rests. 
There  is general  agreement  by employers  and  trade unions that "exces-
sive"  overtime  should be  discouraged and that the present  legislative 
limits,  l·rhich  permit  overtime  of'  12 hours  on  top  of a  standard l·rorking 
\·H'!ek  of 48  hours  are  in any case divorced from  reality.  Employers  are, 
hoHever,  concerned that new  legislation should not  be  so  inflexible 
that it exacerbates the present  shortage  of skilled >·rorkers,  frequently 
relieved by overtime  l·Torking.  Tr,ade  unions are par-ticularly concerned 
that  let-.'er-paid  workers dependent  on  overtiie earnings  should not 
·,' 
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Guffer  a  reduction in their living standards.  The  Government, 
in seeking to reduce  systematic  overtime  in the public  services, 
is equally aware  of this problem. 
In Italy,  trade unions  are  favourable to further efforts to rein-
force  control  of overtime,  already limited by comparison with other 
Member  States.  This  control,  while efficient in the  larger enter-
prises,  is perhaps  less so  in smaller firms,particularly in the 
south,  in areas of traditionally high unemployment. 
In the United  Kinadom,  the Government  has  welcomed  recent  initia-
tives of the  Trade Union Congress to reduce  overtime  working.  It is 
generally agreed that,  while  a  proportion of overtime  workers  may 
depend  on  overtime  earnings for  a  minimum  acceptable  living standa.rcl, 
thert::  is Nide  scope for the provision of additional  jobs  in substi-
tution for  overtime  \·sorking at  no  increased cost.  The  l:Te~T  Earnings 
Survey 197  !~  indicated an average  working \'leek  of 46.5 hours for  male 
m:u1ual  Harkers. 
D.  SHIFT'<iORK 
In the Federal Germ?..n  Republic,  shiftwork is not  a  central  issue for 
government  or trade unions,  ant'l  there  is no  suggestion of  a  five  shift 
system  except  for  specific industries or branches of industry. 
Follovsing the precedent  of the recent  agreements  in the  steel  industry. 
However,  there  may  be  a  trend towards  inclusion of special  provisions 
for shift vsorkers,  such as additional free time,  in collective agree-
ments. 
In Fr~nce,  the Government  has  indicated that it is prepared to  support 
n  reduction in \Wrking hours  of shift\-lorkers  from  42  (under  a 
4-shift  system)  to  35  or less  (introducing a  fifth ::hift)  as  a  general 
objective to be  achieved in the future,  and as  a  short-term objective 
for  shifhwrkers engaged in heavy or stressful Hark.  \-larking parties 
h~ve been set up  to study the conditions under which  a  ninth half-
shift could be  gradually introduced with the effect  of reducing the 
Horking Heek  to  37-k  hours  and freeing an  e~timated 25-30·, 000 Nork-
posts.  Reform of shifhlork,  however,  will be  dependent  on  (a)  an ..;  22 
!-.. 
unr]•:r:::bmdine that  crnploycrc  arid  nmp1 oyccs  n.n  't:c11  ns  the Govern-
ment  v:i ll all  shnrc  in the  cp:>-L · und  (b) . parn.llc  l  act  ion lry  other 
g..::rn·ncr  Sta.tcc  of the  EuropQ.;l.n  Economic  Community~ 
In Ir·r·, '"1:;'1  ;tnd  in. It.,~,  ::;hl.ft-\lOrk  tend::::  to be  vic~10.<l  leG:;;  nc6L-
ti  '!ely  th~m in other l-lcmbcr  Stutes as providine n  m~~imum o:f  cmpl oy-
::J-:!nt  in relation to  a  given capital  invcGtment.  In Ibl,.v,  however, 
one  major trade union confederation  (th~. U.I.L.) ·.has  included 
- .  .  .  . 
reduct~  on  of worl<ing hours <for shiftworkers in its proern.nnhc •. 
The  Government,  folloNine the  philosoph;>;.  of coftcning ri[;iditics 
in thq  labour market,  set  out  in  th~ mtional  economic  development· 
plan :for  J979-l971,  is examining the  possibilities of additional 
employment  \·1hich  could be  realised  ~by introducine  ~ fifth shift 
in continuous  shift-\':orking systems.· 
In  Lu:-:·~:nbourc;,  trade union organisations .are  seeking a  eradual 
reducti.on of '.-:orking hours  for  steehrorkers >-forking  in continuoun 
shifts.  The  '.-;orkine  week for  shiftHorkers remains  40 hours  in· all 
sectors,  except  synthetic fibres,  l-lhere  a  39} hour week has· been  . 
negotiated for  continuous  shiftworkers  • 
.  •: 
:. 
l. 
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E.  HOLIDAYS 
In  D<:!nm0.rk: 1  the national  trade union confederation  (LO)  has placed 
much  emphasis  on  J.onger  holidays during the current collective bar-
caining negotiations.  The  laH at  present  provided a  minimum  of 
4  \·;ceks'  annual  holiday.  Hhile  the trade unions  regard longer holidays 
as  a  major  meansof  achieving '-:orksharing,  government  and  employers 
remain sceptical. 
In the FPdc:ral  Germ::m  Reoubl ic,  the Government  is considering Hhether 
it  C.?.n  adopt  the principle of  t1- Heeks'  holiday,  contained in the  :EEC 
recommendation  of  22  July 1975,  in federal  legislation.  Employers, 
Hhilc  generally sympathetic to  increases in annual  holidays  in nego-
tiations,  6  Heeks  being netJ  quite  common,  would prefer to avoid gene-
r.-:tl  rcVJ.lation as  much  as possible  and concentrate  improvement  on 
specific  croups,  such as  older employees  or those  involved in heavy 
or ct  re  ssf'ul  1-:ork. 
In Fr.':'-.ncc,  the  Government  and  two  of the  major trade union confede-
rations  (CFIYI'  and  FO)  support the objective  of a  fifth i\eck  of annual 
holidays for  manual  workers.  '!'he  employers'  organisation  (CNPF)  while 
not  in favour,  is prepared to negotiate  on the basis of flexibility' 
~"!i thin an annual  time budget. 
In  I·t~ly,  employero'  organisations have,  in negotiation on  reduced 
:,·or~:ing time,  expressed a  preference for additional  annual  leave  as 
a  method  of achieving the reductions desired by the trade unions. 
In the  }Tdl_-1~"  ...... 1 -:':1'
1
",  \·rhere  the  4-i-;eek  a.npual  holiday is achieved 
· virtua:i.ly universally,  trade unions have been advancing demands  :for 
up  to  25  d~ys paid apnual holiday by-1981. 
In  'De~ r;-ium,  the  social partners have  taken a  rather positive posi  tio1: 
on  cz:.rly  retirement  in the Central  Economic  Council  (advice  on the 
economic  situation of  22  December  1977),  providing that  such retire-
ment  is voluntary,  measures  arc  introduced selectively,  :for  example 
in the  c~se of sectoral restructuring,  and there is some  limitation on 
tf'.king another  job. - 24-
In Dr:nm.J.rk,  the  lm·r  of 1  January 1979  on early retirement  -vms  passed 
:·;ithout  th0  support  of the  employers  organisations,  uho_still doubt 
its possibilities for  checking unemployment.  The  national  trade union 
organisation,  hov1ever,  is firmly in support  of the  nev:  regime  and 
h~s expressed the  hope  that the early retirement  scheme  might  even-
tually be  extended,  possibly by introducing a  lmver age -limit  combined 
v;i th  a  system of part-time vrork:lng after 50  years  of age. 
In the Federal  Gcrm:m  Renublic,  the  Government  and the  social partners 
regard  the  reduction of the  already flexible upper age ·limit  as  a 
desirable  aim  of social policy,  i·rhich  can also offer certain advan-
taecs in relation to  employment  policy.  Such  an  aim cannot,  however, 
be  uchieved in the  short run for financial  reasons and  the Government 
has  no plans for extending the principle embodied in recent legis-
lation for  the handicapped and for miners to other groups. 
Efforts are  hmvever  being made  in certain industries,  f'or  example  by 
the  food,  dri~~ and catering trade union,  to have  tho transition 
f'rom  work to retirement  eased by a  shorter working week,  longer 
holidays  and  even part-time work as  a  run-do-vm  to1.vards  retirement. 
In Fr2.nce,  the  Prime 1-linister' s  legislative programme  includes 
measures to give  Horkers  a  choice at  60  and  over between continuing 
in full-time  vrork,  or early retirement with a  guaranteed acceptable 
level  of  income  or gradual  reduction of working hours. 
In 1J:.01.am1,  Hhile the Government  is prepared to consider pilot 
schemes  t-rithin the  public  service  and to pursue f'urther  studies, 
ear!.y retirement is not  regarded as likely to make  a  significant 
contribution to the creation of employment.  The  Government's  vie1·1, 
i·ihich  is shared by employers  and trade unions,  is largely conditioned 
by the exceptionally high  dependency rate,  in a  country i·rhere  one-third 
of the population are under  15  and the female  activity rate is the 
1 O\\'cst  in the  EEC.  Employers are also anxious  about  any increase  in 
the  cost  of private occupational  pension  schemes,  f'inc~nced by industry. 
Both  employers  and trade unions  take  the  view that early retirement 
is not  generally regarded as  an  attract~ve proposition,  particulnrly 
in times  of'  even moderate  inflation.  B.oth  agree that early retirement 
t·;ould  be  likely,  particularly in the  case  of skilled craftsmen,  Hho 
are  in short  supply,  to  lea.d to double-jobbing rather than an 
increase in employment. - 25  -
In  ·uo.1,y,  the Government  is considering the feasability of  introducing 
~ore fl8xible  arrangements for  retirement,  with the possibility of  a 
cradua1.  reduction of Harking hours  approaching reti:rement  age. 
In  Luxsrno<n~rr-:,  the  government  is  dra·.·ling  up  a  comprehensive  reform of 
the~  sy:::;tem  of financing of contributory old age  pensions,  on the basis 
of.  an  opinion of the  Economic  o.ncl  Social Council.  Such  a  rc::form  could 
increase  the  scope  for  more  flexible ·arrangements for  retirement. 
In  B·~l,c•iurn,  the  governJncnt  agreement  of 7  June  1977  on Norksharing included 
i;hr;  ~)remotion of  p::.rt-time  ~·rork as  a  possible  measure  of ;.rork-sharing. 
~.:hi. i  r~  :-~n  r::xtonsion  of part-time  is favoured  by the  employers'  organisations, 
l:o·.:c·Jcr,  tr;:cde  unions are  opposed to the  generaliE><·tion  nnd insti  tutionali-
~:~,·hon of pccrt-time  Hark,  presented as  an alternative solution to the 
;>roolcm  of  1·ror~:sharint;,  pre:ferring a  reduction in the  standard i·rorking  \·Jeek. 
:l'cc·mtly,  ~1.  proposal  ,,;as  tabled in the  Senate  for legislation modi:fyine 
c  ..  ~ rtC'..in  social  s-ecurity provisions  •~i th a  view  to  making part-time Nark 
~orr  C'..ttrnctivc. 
1~1  the  p..-,;er<:cl  Ger;r:Fm  Rcnuhlic,  the proportion of the  female  unemplo,yed 
::;c·d:in.:;  part-time  •:Iork  is as high  as  40 %,  quite  apart  from  any further 
:.u';~~ti.0fiad.  clem~cnd. for part-time  work.  Employers'  associations  recommend 
•.::\:p<·ns:ion  in p::rt-timc  jobs,  despite the  increased financial  burden. 
'I.'r2.(:c  unions  recognise  the  need  and are prepared to accept  expansion,  provi-
cU.ns  there  is  no  threat to established full-time  jobs  or reduction of social 
Gccurity for part-time employees.  Both  sides of industry auait the results 
,)~  current  government  initiatives.  Last year,  the Federal  Government  intro-
r_iuceu  n  Bill  increasing part-time  \·lork  for officials,  including prohibition 
of  ho1d.ing  a  second  job at the  same  time.  The  Lander  governments have  so far 
been very reserved in their reactions. 
I1~  ?r~mcc,  the Government  is studying l-1ays  and  means  of developing and 
,,_,:"tc"ndinG"  part-time -.rork,  particularly in the public  service. 26  -
In Ireland,  the Government  has  no  proposals for the. extension  o:f  t:''· r·t-
t imc  t·:ork,  though  the  for-thcoming change  to flat-rate  social  insurance 
contributions is likely to  encourage  some. further demand for part-time 
t·;or%.  i·n1ile  there is no  separate register of part-time unemployed,  their 
num-bers  are  thought  to be  low,  so that increased opportu.ni  ties for part-
time  Hork  are unlikely to reduce  the live unemployed register very signi-
ficantly.  Employers  favour  the flexibility of a  larg~r part-time  element 
in the  ~.JOrkforce.  Trade  unions  are  rather opposed both· to "dilution" of 
the  ~·iorkforce  and  to the potential use  of part-time  as  a  substitute for 
full-time  employment. 
Tf·,c  Iri::1h  Government  is publicly committed to action to discourage  the 
pr.J.ctice  of  second  jobs  and to ensure that,  t-~here persons are being 
t;:~.~·:c:n  on  for  temporary or part-time  employment,  preference will  be 
r;i  v~n in the normal  course to those  \V'ho  are unemployed.  Surveys are 
being carried out  to obtain further  information about  the  characteristics 
of thosP  taking second  jobs,  for  example  the  incidence  of skilled viOrkers 
·,·;i thin this group  and further action is not  to be  excluded.  It is also 
expected that  any revised statutory limit  on  overtime will  apply to second 
~~d first  jobs  combined.  Trade  unions  and  employers  are broadly sympathetic 
totm.rds  the  government's efforts,  given the  extent  of double-jobbing,  which 
involves perhaps  5-7 %  of the workforce. 
In  It.~Jy,  the  government  is  examining the possibilities for developing 
pa.rt-time  ivorlc,  in the  context  of  the  problem of women  at  work  (including 
high levels of absenteeism). 
In the  N'etherlanns,  a  number  of recent  collective agreements  commit  the 
social partners to exploring the feasability of introducing part-time  work. 
;,. 
In  Ir~l~nd,  the  government  is publicly committed to setting up  a  temporary 
hire  agency under the  aegis  of the National  Manpower  Service.  The  object 
is not  to control  the activities of existing agencies,  vlhich  operate  almost 
0:-::clusi vely in the  service sector,  but to supplement  those activities by 
providing  ~ service for  industry.  Employers  are favourable,  trade unions 
reserved,  pending clarification of the details. - 27  -
In  It::!.l,y,  the  govP.rnment  is considering the  promotion  of temporary work  as 
::t  moans  of softening  the rigidities in the  labour market,  in the context 
of the  n~tional  economic  development  plan for 1979-1981. 
I.  SEWT-TI!.:8  ~'!ORKING 
In Jc:lp;ium,  the  government  has  encouraged arrangements  for  continuing 
~:.1.;-t-time  1·:ork  in situations vrhere  redundancies  t·lOuld  other'l'rise  occur,  and 
m:::.r.;y  collective  agreements have  taken·up this theme,  which,  however, 
rcr:1::1.i ns  controversial • 
In the  Uni.tccl  Kinr:dcm,  a  short-time working compensation  scheme  is in 
preparation to  improve  arrangements for providing compensation to workers 
on  :;hort-t  ime  n.nd  to avoid redundencies  in businesses which  are basically 
viable but  ~rc undergoing periods  of difficulty. 
In !3"l(';ium,  the principle  of prlongation of compulsory education \>Ias 
includc:C.  in the  general  frame\-rork  of the· government  agreement  of 
7  June  1977  on  i'orksharing.  No  proposals have,  however,  as yet  been put 
fonmrd and  the technical problems,  such as the content  of the  curriculum 
for  Cll1  adcii  tiona.l  school  year,  are still being examined.  The  National 
La~our Council  is currently examining certain proposals for the reform  of 
legisl.-.1tion  on credits for hours  spent  on· further education.  Agreement 
aJrc,:;.cly  exists  on the  extension of the field of application of the  law 
2.nd  on  improvement  in the terms  on which  educational  leave is taken. 
I:1  Dcn:nJTk  the  trade unions have  for many years recommended  a  scheme 
,._:t,ich  >·Tould  allov1  the  emplo,yee,  over  quite  a  long span  of his working life, 
to  taJ.:e  ."".period  of paid educational  leave.  In LO's  view,  such  a  scheme 
ir;  :1.  means  of  \·lark  sharing and  the  aim is that  5 %  of the total  labour 
force  <•i:.  Cll1Y  time  should have  up  to  one  year's paid  le~ve. It has  been 
,-·:"'tim::tted  that  around  30,000 - 40,000 people would be entitled to take 
·:.c1v0Ulk,ze  of such  leave.  At  present no  proposals  on this subject have 
1J,:-en  pLumed  b,y  the Government.  The  employers'  federation remains  opposed 
on  grounds  of the costs,  l-J'hich  the trade unions  presuppose  would fall 
to  be  met  by  employers. - 28  -
In  the  F~deral German  Republic,  there has been  a  general  tendency to 
lengthen the duration of education and the trade unions  support  a  demand  i 
for  a.  tenth  yr,;J~r  of  R"Cne:rq.l  comn11lsory  education.  Employers  would prefer thisi 
,year to  be  utea for  Vocatlonal.  ~d.ucat1.on. 
G:\von  that  education is a  la..--:td  responsibility,  federal  government  inter-
vention  is largely precluded.  Paid educational  leave is one  of the central 
uemands  of the trade unions.  Employers  are sceptical,  taking the  view 
thA.t  existing possibilities are under-used.  The  Government  sees the 
matter as  one  for negotiation bet\'leen trade unions and employers. 
In IroJ 2.nd,  the  question of raising the  school  leaving age  is regarded 
•·.~'  the Government  and the  social partners as  a  matter for educational 
:;y:.rJ  not  employment  policy.  Given recent  increases in participation 
~-·:_•tes  in education after the legal minimum  school  leaving age,  it is 
in any  case doubtful  \·1hether  the  impact  of any change  would be  substantial. 
i  ,. 
H  is also felt that it would  be  undesirable to increase  an  already high  ~. 
d ·:>pendency  rate. 
On  educational  leave,  the Government  has recently accepted the principle 
of a  right to paid educational  leave  and  indicated its intention to ratify · 
.. 
ILO  Convention no.  140,  subject to the  outcome  of sxamination by repre- j• 
sentatives of employers  and trade unions  of possible lines of  implementation 
1 
in practice. 
In the 1Jctherbnds,  the  ad hoc  commission set up  by the Social  and Economl.c 
Com1cil  to  study the question of educational  leave has  made  an  interim 
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